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A

Poem bv Chsirrnon Mso Tse-tung
Reply

to

Kuo /v\o- jo

- to the Melody of Man Chiang Hung
On this tiny globe
A few flies dash themselves against the wall,
Humming without cease,
Sometimes shriiling,
Sometimes moaning.

Ants on the locust tree assume a great nation s\Magger
And mayflies lightly plot to topple the giant tree.
The west wind scatters leaves over Changan,

And the arrows are flying, twanging.
So many deeds

cry out to be

done,

And always urgently;
The world rolls on,
Time presses.
Ten thousand years are too long,
Seize the day, seize the hour!
The Four Seas are rising, clouds and waters raging,
The Five Continents are rocking, wind and thunder roaring.

Away with all pests!
Our force is irresistible.
February 5,

1963

Line 6: In the short story prefect of the southern Branch by Li Kung-tso,
a writer of the Tang Dynasty, a man dozing under a rocust tree dreami

that he married the princess of the Great Locust Kingd.om and was made
prefect of the southern Branch. when he awoke, he found that the
kingdom was an ants,hole under the tree.
Line 7: In one of his poems Han Yu (768-824), a distinguished writer of the
Tang Dynasty, sarcastically compared people over-reaching themselves
to "mayfiies which attempt to shake the giant tree.,'
Line B: An allusion to the famous lines of Chia Tao (779?-B4B), a Tang poet:
The rarest wind sweeps over the waters of Wei

And everywhere leaves are falling in Changan.
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SERVE THE PEOPLE
MAO TSE-TUNG
September 8, I944*
Communist Party and the Eighth Route and New
nUR
\J Fourth Armies led by our Party are battalions

oI the revolution. These battalions of ours are whotrly dedicated to the liberation of the people and rrvork
entirely in the people's interests. Comrade Chang
Szu-tehl was in the ranks of these battalions.

All men must die, but death can vary in its
significance. The ancient Chinese writer Szuma
Chien said, "Though death befalls all rnen alikg it
may be weightier than Mount Tai or lighter than a
feather."2 To die for the people is weightier than
Mount Tai, but to work for the fascists and die for
the exploiters and oppressors is lighter than a
feather. Comrade Chang Szu-teh died for the people,
and his death is indeed weightier than Mount Tai.

If we have shortcomings, we are not afraid to
have them pointed out and criticized, because we
serve the people. Anyone, no matter who, may
point out our shortcomings. If he is right, we will
correct them. I{ what he proposes will benefit the
people, we will act upon it. The idea of "better
troops and simpler adrninistration"3 was put forward
by Mr. Li Ting-ming,{ who is not a Communist- He
made a good suggestion which is of benefit to the
people, and we have adopted it. If, in the interests
of the people, we persist in doing what is right and
correct what is wrong, our ranks will surely thrive.
We hail from all corners of the country and
have joined together for a common revolutionary
objective. And we need the vast majority of the
people with us on the road to this objective. Today,
we already lead base areas with a ppulation of g1
million,s but this is not enough; to liberate the whole
nation more are needed. In times of difficulty we
m,ust not lose sight of our achievements, must see the
bright future and must pluck up our courage. The
Chinese people are suffering; it is our duty to save
* ?his speech lvas clelivered by Comrade Mao Tse-tung
at a memorial meeting for Comrade Chang Szu-teh, held
by departments directl;z iinder the Central Committee of
the Communist Party of China.
6

them and we must exert ourselves in struggle.
Wherever there is struggle there ls sacrifice, and
death is a common Gccurrence. But we have the
interests of the people and the sufferings of the great
majority at heart, and when we die for the people
it is a worthy death. Nevertheless, we should do our
best to avoid unnecessary sacrifices. Our cadres
must show concern for every soldier, and all people
in the revolutionary ranks must care for each other,
must love and help each other.
From now on, when anyone in our ranks who
has done some useful work dies, be he soldier or
cook, we shouid have a funeral ceremony and a
mernorial meeting in his honour. This should become
the ru1e. And it should be introdr.rced arnong the
people as we1l. When someone dies in a village, 1et
a memorial meeting be held. In this way we express our mourning for the dead and unite all the
people.
Comrade Chang Szu-teh was a scldier in the Guards
Begiment of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party. A member of Con:rnunist Party who loyally
served the interests of the people, he joined the revoluI

1933, took part in the Long March and rvas
vrounded in service. On September 5, 1944, when making
charcoai in the mountains of Ansai County, northern Shensi,
he was killed by the sudden collapse oI a kiln.
2 Szuma
Chien. the famous Chinese man of letters and

tion in

historian of the 2nd century 8.C., was the author of the
Historical Recotils, a coltrection of one hundred and thirty
articles. This quotation is from his "Reply to Jen Shaoching's Letter."
s

"Better troops and simpler administration" was an

important poliry the Chinese Communist Party carried out
during the War of Resistance Against Japan. It consisted
in reducing the size of Parfy, government and military organizations

in the anti-Japanese

base areas

by cutting the

number of the personnel, and especially the administrative
and hon*combatant personnel to a minimum. This helped
to lighten the burden of the people and make the armed

forces and Party and government organizations more
flexible, compact and efficient, u,ith the result that they
r,rele better able to cope u.'ith a1-tacks and blockades by the
Japanese agglessors and the Kuomintang reactionaries and
achicve final viciory.
Peking Ret-iew, No.
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I Li Ting-ming, an enlightened landlord of northern
Shensi Province, was at one time eleeted Vice-Chairman
of the Shensi-Kansu-Ningsia Border Region Government.

s

This was the total population of the Shensi-Kansu-

Ningsia Border Region and all other Liberated Areas in
northern, central and southern Chlna.

In the great proletarian cultural revolution a revolution which is shaking the nation and the whole ',vorld,
there has been an unprecedented new upsurge- in the creative study and application of Chairman Mao's works
among the commanders and fighters of .the Chinese People's Liberation Army arld the hundreds of millions cf
the revolutionary masses of China. Chairman Mao's close eomrade-in-arms Comrade Lin Piao not long ago
called on the whole army to study Chairman Mao's "three constantly read articles" (Sente the Peaple, In Memory
of Norrnafl Bethune and ?he Eoalish Olil Man Wh,o Remooed, the Mounta,ins). He said: "We must study the
'three constantly read articles' as maxims. These must be studied at all levels. We must apply what we stuciy
so as to revolutionize our thinking." Warmly responding to this call, the revolutionery masses are diligently
studying and applying these three brilliant works, making great efforts to remould their thinking, destroying
self-interest and prornoting devotion to the public interest, and revolutionize themseh.es to the very depths of
their

souls-

study.

-P.R.

In

response to requests from many of our readers, we are starting with this issue to publish Chairman Mao's
"three constantly read articles." We will also carrlz comments on them and other material to assist in their
Ed.

Moxims for Revolutionories-The "Three
Constontly Reod Articles"
three brilliant works of our great leader ChairTHOSE
r
man Mao

Seroe the People, In NIemorE of Norman

Bethune and -The Foolish OliI Man Who Bemwed the

Mountai.ns-are warmly and affectionately described
by the revolutionary people as the "three constantly
read articles." They are a required eourse of study
for everyone engaged in the proletarian revolution and
serving the people's eause; they are maxims for revolutionaries.
Comrade Lin Piao instructs us that not only fighters
but cadres too must study the "three constantly read
articles." He says: "We must study these three articles
as maxims. These must be studied at all levels. We

il
l!

must apply what we study so as to revolutionize our
thinking."
With cadres at all levels taking the lead in studying these articles really weII so as to help the further
revolutionization of everyone's thinking, the study of
Chairman Mao's works in our army will be carried to
a new stage and our army building will reach a new
level of revolutionization. This is the key link in carrying to a new stage the mass movement to study and
apply Chairman Mao's works creatively.
What the "three constantly read articles" teach us
is the spirit of dedicating oneself whoily to the liberation of the people and working entirely in the people's
interests, the spirit of utter devotion to others without
any thought of self. They teach us the spirit of uniting
with the broad masses and to be resolute, fearing no
sacrifice and surmounting every difficulty to win victory.
T.trey teaeh us the spirit of responsibility to the people,
of not being afraid of eritieism and daring to stand
Ja*uary 6,
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up for the tmth as well as oorriect one's mistakes. In
a word, they urge us to establish the proletarian, communist world outlook of wholeheartedly serving the
Chinese people and the w'orld's peoplep.
The invincible thought of Mao Tse-tung and the
briliiant teachings embodied in the "three constantly
read articlesl' ean be eompared to the sunshine and the
rain that nurture the growth of revolutionary fighters.
It was so in the past, and, today, in the new period
of socialist revolution and socialist construction, they
have taken on particularly important meaning. Guided
by their radiant light, tens of thousands of suceessors
to the revolutionary cause of the proletariat, new, communist people who are heart and scul devoted to the
public interests, to the revolution and to the people,
have already emerged and are maturing.
To transform one's world outlook is a fundamental
matter. To study and master llao Tse-tung's thought,
one should begin with the "three constantly read articles" and the rernoulding of one's world outlook. Without this correct point of departure, correct stand and
correct world outlook, it is impossible to rea11y grasp
and master Chairman Mao's theories, principles and
methods.

In revolutionizing his ideology and in transforming
his world outlook, every cadre must see himseli in a
correct light and take a correct attitude towards himself.

How can one beeome a real Communist. a real communist fighter? One requisite is to love Chairman Mao
and firmly believe in Mao Tse-tung's thought. Another
is to have confidence in the masses and rely on them.

There is yet another requisite, and that is, a correct
attitude to*,ards oneself. In short, one must act in
accordance rvith the five requirements formulated by
Chairrrran Mao for suctessors to the proletarian revolutronary cause.
Of these, the first is to be a genuine Marxistkninist. For us, this means that we must have a boundless love for Chairman Mao, be always faithful to
Mao Tse-tung's thought and'strive diligently to master
it. As for the second, third and fourth requirements,
that is: wholeheartedly serve the overwhelming majority
of the people, unite and work together with the overwhelming majority, apply the principle oI democratic
centralism and take the mass line, and so on, they
concern the correct attitude to take torn'ards the masses.
to
modest and prudent and
The fifth requirement
- andbeimpetuosity, and have the
guard against arrogance
spirit of self-criticism and the courage to correct misthis is a questakes and shortcomings in one's work
tion of the correct attitude to take -tou,ards oneself.
Whether one is able to take a correct attitude towards
oneself is the key question determining whether one
can learn the "three constantly read articles" well and
revolutionize one's thinking.
Chairman Mao has pointed out that in the course
of building a socialist society, everyone should remould
himself. "Even those who have a better grasp of Marxism and are comparatively firm in their proletarian
stand have to go on studying."
How should a cadre look at himself? He should
look at himself from the "one divides into two" point
of view. He may have his strong points, but he is
sure to have shortcomings. He must not think he is
alwavs ripht. He must understand that remouidins one's
world outlook is not something that can be completed.
gnce and for qll., As long as classes and class struggle
'exist in society, the struggle of the two world outlooks
will go on in people's minds. Therefore, each of us
faces the problem of eradicating the bourgeois world
outlook and establishing a proletarian one in his mind.
This matter of remoulding one's ideology is important
both for new or old comrades, both for those in low
or high positions. Furthermore, the heavier is one's
responsibility, the more important is such remoulding,
and the greater the need to remouid consciously and
be strict with oneself. Anyone who thinks he has no
, contradictions in his mind and needs no remoulding is
harbouring a metaphysical viewpoint that is extremely
harmful.
At the core of the struggie between the proletarian
and bourgeois world outlooks is the struggle between
the concept of working for the public interests and
of working for one's own interests. With the deepening of the great proletarian cuitural revolution, this
struggle comes more and more to the fore and more
'widespread, until it involves everyone. Does one work
wholehearledly for the people and the collective, or
does he work only for himself and his own sma1l circle?
Is he willing to be a pupil of the masses and a servant
of the people, or is he an overlord standing above the
8

masses? Does he lead a simple life and work hard,
or does he revel in a high position and indulge in
comfort? Is he eager to shoulder the heavy loads, or
does he pick the light ones and push the heavy loads
on to others? Is he full of enthusiasm and vitality, or
is he losing his revolutionary militancy and becoming
apathetic? Does he dare to sacrifice himself for the
revolution, or does he uphoid the "philosophy of survival"? All such questions represent the conflict between
the public interests and self-interests, between two world
outlooks, and between Mao Tse-tung's thought and
revisionist thought. Is it not true that every cadre must
answer and solve these oft-met questions?
Whatever his position, however long his experience
in the revolution, or his age, gvery one of our cadres
in the revolumust see himself
of the revolution,
tion and. at
ti

himself. He must make the best of his strong points
so as to be able to give his all to the revolution. He
must also wage a constant struggle against his shortcomings so as to adjust himself to the demands of the
revolution. In the battle to remould himself to the
depth of his soul, he should be a fighting commander
who leads his men in the assault on the enemy citadel,
not a coward filled with misgivings and fears. He must
be a fearless and thoroughgoing materialist who is not
afraid of being hurt, of losing face, of revealing his
thoughts, of probing his soul, of affronts to his "dignity"
or of changing the old existing order; only so can he
be eompletely emancipated from egoism.
Cadres at all levels should not only make revolution
against themselves, but should also welcome the help
of others in doing it. We urge cadres to go among the
masses, study the "three constantly read articies" together with them, mutually exchange what they have
learnt, and, together, eradicate the concept of working
for one's own interests and establish the dominance of

the concept of working for the public interests. They
should place themselves among the masses, constantly
learn from them and with the masses' help and supervision, seriously remould their lvorld outlook.
Chairman Mao has said: "It is not hard for one
What is
dis
one's life an
easy, but to
"three constantly read art
really put into practice what they teach is no easy matter. To practise them all one's life is ever harder. Before the "three constantly read articles," everyone is a
pupil, and ahvays will be. They are maxims for revolutionaries. T'hey must be studied daily, yearly, and
always. One should always make them yardsticks to
measure himselJ against, make strict demands on himself according to them and constantly guide himseif by
tirem in practice. Only so can new comrades swiftly
mature and old comrades maintain their revolutionary
integrity in their later years and for ever preserve their
revolutionary vigour.
("Jiefangjun Bao" [Liberation Armg
Dailyl editorial, Dec. 3, 7966.)
Peking Reuiew, No.
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IIEFANGJUN BAO

Stu

dy "SerYe the People"

Follouting is reJerence materi.al published by "Jiefangjun Bao" (Liberation Armg Dail| on Nouember
30 as a guide to aid, cadres and fighters oJ the P.L.A.
companies in the study of Chairman Mao's "Seroe the
People."

-

Ed,

q EnyE THE PEOPLE was the speech made by ChairLJ man Mao at a memorial meeting for Comrade
Chang Szu-teh on September B, 1944.
Comrade Chang Szu-teh was born in 1915 in Liuhochang in Yilung County, Szechuan Province. His
family of four was a poor peasant one. Both his father
and elder brother died of exhaustion u,orking for the
landlords. When he was only seven months, his mother
died of sickness and he was brcught up by an aunt
named Liu Kuang-yu. The aunt rvas very poor and
Chang Szu-teh had to work for a landlord when he
was 12 or 13. He joined the Red Army in August 1933
and was admitted into the Communist Youth League
that year. Later, he joined the Chinese Communist
Party. He took part in the 25,000-li Long Nlarch and
was wounded in action. At the time of his death he
was a fighter in the Guards Regiment of the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party. Comrade
Chang Szu-teh was always loyal to the Party and the
people. He worked diligently, never avoided hardship,
danger or difficulty, and displayed the fine qualities
of a Communist Party member and a revolutionary
fighter. On September 5, 1944, while making charcoal
in the mountains of Ansai County in northern Shensi,
he was killed when a kiln collapsed. A memorial meet-

ing for Comrade Chang Szu-teh was held by departments
directly under the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party. Chairman Mao personally wrote the
inscription "Salute to Comrade Chang Szu-teh who died
for the interests of the people," and delivered the famous
speech Serue the People

at the meeting.

Serue the People is a great work of communist
education on a high ideological plane and highly convincing; it is the most basic required reading for rev-

olutionary people remoulding their ideology and
establishing the proletarian world outlook. Brief and
',vritten in a popular style, its contents are extremely
rich and profound. For more than 20 years, the great
January 6,
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ideas in this article have played and are playing an
incalculably great role in raising the class consciousness

of the masses of cadres and fighters and in changing
the people's mental outlook. Outstanding persons like
Lei Feng, Ouyang Hai, Wang Chieh, Chiao Yu-lu, Mai
Hsien-teh, Liu Ying-chun and Tsai Yung-hsiang and
outstanding units like the Gocd Eighth Company, the
Staunch Sixth Company, the Red Ninth Ccmpany and
the No. 32111 Driliing Team were all nurtured by the
idea of serving the people which is expounded in this
articie. The masses of commanders and fighters in the
People's Liberation Army and hundreds of millions of
revclutionary people have gained infinite spiritual
strength from this article, and this strength has been
turned into a tremendous material force transforming
the '"l,orld. enormously strengthening the building of the
P.L.A. and greatly pushing forr,l,ard the cause of China's
socialist revolution and socialist constrgction.
The idea of whoily and entirely serving the people

in this great work is the nucleus of the communist
world outlook. Our revolutionary fighters must study
Serue the People over and over again, constantly

examine themselves and drive themselves forward in
the spirit of "wholly" and "entirely" serving the people
expounded in this article, and remould themselves into
new communist people, successors to the proletarian

revolutionary cause who serve the Chinese people and
the people of the world wholeheartedly.
Fundamentaily speaking, the present great proletarian cultural revolution is a great revolution to destroy all the exploiting classes' concepts of self-interest
of the last several thousand years and to foster the sociaiist concept of devotion to the public interest, a great
revolution to remould people to the depths of their souls.
The idea of rvholly and entirely serving the people as
put forth in this ar-t!.cle by Chairman Mao is the pou'erful ideological weapon for destroying self-interest, promoting devotion to the public interest and remoulding
people to the depths of their souls. We must study this
great article conscientiously, take the ideas in it as the
weapon for thoroughly destroying the exploiting classes'
concepts of self-interest, revolutionizing our thinking,
and resolutely futfilling the great historic task of tl-re
great proletarian cultural revoiution.

tIn studying this great artide.

special attention

should be paid to the follosing points:

l.

Desboy Self-lnterest ond Prornob Devotion to the
Public lnteresl Serre the People tlYholly
And Entirely
Chairman llao has said: "Our Communist Party
and the Eighth Boute and New Fourth Armies led by
our Part5r are battalions of the revolution. These 6attalions of ouls are wholly dedicated to the liberation of
the people and work entirely in the people's interests."
(Sen;e the People. Unless specified, a1l other quotations
from Chairman Mao in this article are from Seroe the
People.)

Our Party works for the complete liberation of the
proletariat. The proletariat will not only liberate itself,
but all mankind. If it cannot Iiberate all mankind, the
prole*ariat cannot achieve its final liberation. The people are the motive force in the making of world history,
the main body of revolution and the masters of society.
Therefore, serving the people's interests is the starting
point in all our Party's work. Chairman Mao has taught
us: "Our point of departure is to serve the people wholeheartedly and never for a moment divorce ourselves
from the masses, to proceed in all cases from the intenests of the people and not from one's self-interest or
from the interests of a small group, and to identify our
responsibility to the people with our responsibility to
the leading organs of the Party." (On Coalition Gouernm,ent)

Our army is an armed body for carying out the political tasks of the revolution under the absolutb leadership of the Party; it is a people's army coming from the
people and serving the people. Chairman Mao has pointed

out: "The sole purpose of this army is to stand firmly
with the Chinese people and to serve them wholeheartedly."' (On Coalition Gouernment)
Serving the people wholly and entirely constitutes
the revolutionary essence of our Party and our army as
well as a quality which every revolutionary must possess. In serving the people who1ly and entirely, the most
fundamental question lies in destroying the idea of selfinterest and promoting the idea of devotion to the
public interest

'.

Se1f-interest means al,"vays thinking about oneself,
taking only oneself into account, striving for fame,
iwealth, power, position or opportunities to be in the
iimelight, forgetting the whole, the society, the 700 million Chinese people and the thousands of millions of the
peopte of the world. Working for the public interest
rneans not seeking fame and gain, fearing neither hardship nor death, being utterly devoted to others without
any thought of self, working heart and soul for the revolution and the people, and wholeheartedly serving the
Chinese people and the people of the world. Working for
self-interest and working for the public interest represent two diametrically opposed lvorld outlooks the
- two
bourgeois and the proletarian world outlooks. When
armies are engaged in battle, one must lvin over the
10

other. If one cannot overcome the other, one must be
overcome by the other. Fundamentally speaking, the
current great proletarian cultural revolution consists of
sharp struggles between these two world outlooks and
it is a great ideological revolution to destroy the o1d and
establish the new, to destroy self-interest and promote
devotion to the public interest. In this great revolution
which touches the people to their very souls, every one
of our revolutionary comrades must be able to stand
the test, stand in the vanguard of struggl,e, consciously make revolution in the depths of his soul, wage
resolute struggles to eradicate bourgeois ideas and
foster proletarian ideas and to destroy self-interest anC
promote devotion to the public interest, let Mao Tsetung's thought completely occupy his mind, anC
thoroughly u'ipe out bourgeois ideas of working for
self-interest.

To destroy self-interest and promote .devotion to
the public interest, it is necessary to handle the relations between revolutionary interests and one's personal
interests correctly. This is a line which marks off those
comrades who are serving the people wholly and
entirely from those who are serving with certain reservations or half-heartedly. To serve the people wholly

and entirely, we must put above all else the interests
of the revolution, the people and the liberation of all
mankind. Personal interests must be subordinated to the
revolutionary interests unconditionally. Chairman Mao
has taught us: "At no time and in no circtrmstances
should a Communist place his personal interests first;
he should subordinate them to the interests of the nation and of the masses." (The Role of the Chinese Comm;u,nist Party in the National War) Certain comrades
choose between different kinds of work. They are
willing to do work that gives them higher wages and
more favourable conditions, but nbt work that does not.
They are glad to do work that conforms to their own
aspirations, but not work which goes against their
aspirations. They like to do work that can bring them
fame, but not work that cannot. In short, they place
personal interests first. This has nothing to do with
the idea of serving the people wholly and entirely. The
experience gained by many people illustrates that when
people think only of themselves they become narrowminded. and when they think of nothing but revolution
ihey become open-minded.
Chairman Mao has said: "AlI out cadres, rvhatever
their rank, are servants of the people, and whatever we
do is to serve the people. IIow then can we be reluctant
to discard any of our bad traits?" (The Tasks for 1945)
Among the different kinds of revolutionary work, there
is only the division of labour; there are no differences
such as high or low, lofty or humble. The work in
every trade and profession is an indispensable part of
the revolutionary cause. As long as we take a correct
attitude towards our work, we can all make valuable
contributions to the people and our work will be
meaningful and have a future. He who does whatever
work the Party gives him and does it gladly and with
a will, without considering rank, burdens or conditions
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as long as the

work is needed by the Party and the people, is a good comrade. More than a decade after he
joined the army, Chang Szu-teh was still happy to be
a soldier and considered making eharcoal an important
task entrusted to him by the Party. He deserved to be
consi.dered a loyal servant of the people. Lei Feng said:
"The entire task of Communists is wholehearted service
to the people." Whatever work he did, he liked and
specialized in. Wherever he went, he brought light.
Wang Chieh said: "What is the ideal? It is to carryr
the revolution through to the end. What is the future?
It is the revolutionary cause. What is happiness? It is
service to the people." Every one of our comrades
should follow their example, throw away all selfiaterest, work heart and soul and in a down-to-earth
way in any poet, beeome a shining cog which never
rusts in the revoiutionary machine, and always remain
wherever the Party puts him.

2, liye for the People, Die for the People
Chairman Mao has said: "All men must die, but

death can vary in its signifieanee. The aneient Chinese
writer Szuma Chien said, 'Though death befalls aII men
alike, it may he weightier than Mount Tai or lighter than
a feather.'To die for the people is weightier than Mount
Tai, but to work for the fascists and die for the ex-

ploiters and oppressors is lighter than a feather." He
has also said: "The Chinese people are suffering; it is
or*r duty to save them and we must exert ourselves in
struggle. \ilherever there is struggle there is sacrilice,
and death is a,common occurrenc:e. .But we have the
interests of the people and the sulferings of the great
maiority at heart, and when we die for the people it is
a worthy death. Nevertheless, we should do our best
to avoid unnecessary saerifices." Chairman Mao has
pointed out to us here what basic attitude a revoiutionary should take towards the question of life and death.

Our Party is a revolutionary Party and our army
is a revolutionary army. Making revolution inevitably
means paying a price and making sacrifices.
"Bi,tter sacrifice strengthens bolcl resoloe
Which dares to make w,n and moon sll,;i,ne in

neus

skies."

(From Chairman Mao's poem Shaoshan Reoisited)
Chairman Mao has also said, "\ilill the Chinese
cower before difficulties when they are not afraid even
of death?" (Fareuel,l, Leighton Stuart) 'Unafraid of
death, there is nothing on earth that can intimidate us;
on the contrary, it is we who will wipe out all the ghosts
and monsters in the world! The modern revisionists fear
death and want to survive at any price and so they want
to Iiquidate the revolution. They have completely betrayed the cause of the proletarian revolution. It takes
many tests to prove whether a person is a genuine revolutionary or a pseudo-revolutionary, whether one
works truly or falsely for the people. Arld of all tbe
tssts.,tbe most q_4qcting, sharpest and !:ardeql is r.vhether
grye*cqq* or cannot die courageously when the interests
oI !h.e oeo.plq demand it.
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Our countless revolutionary martyrs who have willingly laid down their lives in the interests of the people are shining examples for us. They died to enable
more people to live and to bring about the iiberation of
the masses. Their death is weightier than Mount Tai in
significance and they will live in the hearts of the people for ever. Liu Hu-lan did not shun difficulties and
danger and finally went to her glorious death in the
face of the vieious enemy for the eause of liberation of
the people. Chairman Mao wrote an inseription to her
which said: "She lived a great life and died a glorious
death." This is also a call to every one of our comrades
to make Liu Hu-lan their model to live and die for
- all our revolutionthe people. It is the best maxim for
aries as regards the correct handling of the question of
Iife and death.
O_nly bv being selfless can one be fearless. Only by
serving- tiie people wholeheartedly can one become a
person with the greatest courage. It was precisely because of their wholehearted dedication to the revolution, to the people and to the public interest that the
eountless number of our revolutionary martyrs were
able to become dauntless and eourageous people unafraid of death. This is how Ouyang Hai put it: "If
there is a need for us to give our lives for communist
ideals, every one o{ us should and can do so
without
- fear."
turning pale and one's heart palpitating with
Wang Chieh put it this u'a]': ''For the people n'ho are
suffering, I rvould w-illingly go to my death and nei.er
change my mind even if I have to scale a mountain of
swords and brave a sea of flames." And, this is how
Tsai Yung-hsiang put it: "Like Comrade Norman
Bethune, one should dedicate all one's energy and all
one's life to the cause of the liberation of mankind and
to communism." Ail this shows that it was not accidental that they had the spirit of dedicating themseives
eourageously. This was because they eeaselessly armed
themselves with Mao Tse-tung's thought and established
the proletarian world outlook in every day life.
How can a person who lives only for himself and who,
in every case, fears first for himself, give his life in a
noble spirit? This kind of people, when they meet with
difficulties in the revolutionary struggle, see darkness
around, become pessimistic and wavering and would
even betray the revolution. Only people armed with
l\Iao Tse-tung's thought who have a firm convietion that
victory definitely belongs to the people, and are wholeheartedly devoted to serving the people can, in time of
difficulty, see achievements and brightness, struggle
against difficulties '*,ith boundless courage, and valiantly give their lives when the interests of the people demand theni to do so, daring to scale a mountain of
aI).

a sea of flames. In a word, only a
for the people can die for the people.
Only a person who stands up to the tests of ordinary

sw,ords and brave

person who lives

times can stand up to the test at the crucial moment.

That we advocate courage and the spirit of being
in sacrifice definitely does not mean that we
should not value our lives. On the contrary, in order to
strive for the interests of the people, we must pay attention to safety and health, and try our utmost to

fearless
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avoid senseless sacrifices. This is absolutely different
from fear of death or lack of courage.

3. ln the lnterest of the People,

Persist

in

Doing

Whot ls Right ond Correct Whot ls Wrong
Chairman Mao has said: "If we have shortcomings,
we are not afraid to have them pointed out and
criticized, because we serve the people. Anyone, no
matter who, rnay point out our shortcomings. If he is
right, we lvill correct them. If what he proposes will
henefit the people, we will act upon it. . . ' If, in the
interests of the people, we persist in doing what is right
and correct rvhat is vtrong, our ranks will surely thrive."
Chairman Mao has pointed out here the basic attitude
of a proletarian revolutionary fighter torvards criticism
and seif-criticism, that is, to persevere in doing u-hat is
right and to correct what is wrong in the interests of

the people.
The conscientious practice oJ self-criticism is a
hall-mark which distinguishes our Party from all other
political parties. Our Party's traditional fine style of
work is to conscientiously carry out criticism and selfcriticism. With such conscientipus criticism and selfcriticism, our Party is able to constantly overcome all
shortcomings and rnistakes which are not in the interests
of the people, resist corruption by bourgeois ideas and
achieve genuine unity and consolidation. We can thus
gain the endorsement and support of the masses and
constantly advance our revolutionary cause.
It is on the ideological basis of serving the people
w-holeheartedly that we Communists can maintain a
conscientious development of criticism and self-criticism.
As early as 20 years ago, Chairman Mao taught us in
all earnestnessl !'As we Chinese Communists,.who base
all our actions on the highest interests of the broadest
masses of the Chinese people and who are fully convinced of the justice of our cause, never balk at any
personal sacrifice and are ready at altr times to give our
lives for the eause, can we tre reluctant to discard any
idea, viewpoint, opinion or method which is not suited
to the needs of the people? Can we be willing to allow
political dust and germs to dirty our elean faces or eat
into our healthy organisrns?" (On Coalition Gouernm,ent) If we want to carry out this important instruction of Chairman Mao and conscientiously develop
criticism and self-criticism, we must have the revolutionary cause and the interests of the Party and the
people at heart at all times and cast aside all considerations of personal gain and loss. In this way, we will
become people who are open-minded and clear-headed
and who will truly persevere in doing what is right and
correct what is wrong in the interests of the people.
If a person always puts "egoism" above everything
else and worries about personal gain and loss, he will
be unable to correctly understand his own shortcomings
and mistakes and take a correct attitnde towards all
kinds of criticism and suggestions. When he has shortcomings, he does not act in a way that is "not afraid to
have them pointed out," but he is afraid of one thing
or another afraid of losing "face" or "prestige,"
responsibiiity, of forfeiting his
afraid of undertaking
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vested interests, and so forth. The result is that his
shortcomings are not overcome, his mistakes are not
corrected ahd harm is thereby done to the Party, to the
people and to himself. He does not treat others as equals
and if he has shortcomings he does not act on the teaching: "Anyone, no matter who, may point out our shoftcomings"; instead, his attitude tolvards criticism from
different people varies: He is willing to accept criiicism
from those of a higher rank but he feels embarrassed
by criticism from those below him; he is wiliing to accept criticism from those whose opinions agree rvith his
and rejects criticism from those who hold dissenting
opinions; he is ready to accept criticism from advanced
comrades and tends to resent criticism from thos'e comrades who are lagging behind or those who once committed mistakes, and so on. As a result, he has blocked
the u'ay to speaking freely and increasingly divorced
himseU from the masses. In dealing with the opinions
of others, he does not take the attitude of "if you are
right, we will make corrections," but wilfully negates
the correct opinions of others on the pretext that the
"attitude" of others is improper and that the criticism
does not conform to the facts on side issues. In his
attitude towards the less correct opinions of others, instead of "correct mistakes if you have committed them
and guard against them if you have not," he will all the
more fly into a rage, which aggravates differences in
opinions and affects the unity between comrades. In
his approach to the masses' proposals, he does not act
according to the teaching "if what he proposes rvil1 benefit the people, we will act upon it," but regards himself as wise and resourceful and considers the masses
ignorant and incapable; he does not believe in the
wisdom of the masses, rejects their reasonable proposals.
thus dampening their enthusiasm, and he works coldly
and quietly and thus finds himself in an increasingly
helpless position. Therefore, iI we want to really persevere in doing what is right and correcting what is
wrong in the interests of the people, we must have the
courage to revolutionize ourselves and overcome all individualist and selfish ideas.
Comrade Lin Piao has said that we should regard
ourselves as a part of the strength in the revolution and
at the same time constantly make ourselves a target ot
revolution. We should revolutionize ourselves in the
revolution. Without doing this, it is impossible to make
the revolution a success. In accordance with Comrade
Lin Piao's instructions, we must use Mao Tse-tung's
thought as a weapon to carry out conscientious selfcriticism, revolufionize ourselves to the depths of our
souls, and never cease waglrg relentless struggle against
"egoism" and free ourselves from "egoism." We must
establish the idea of wholehearted devotion to the peop1e and be a Communist Party member in its full sense
and a proletarian revolutionary fighter who is selfless
and who upholds the truth and corrects mistakes.

4.

Unite the Comrodes, Unite the People to Realize
A Common Revolutionory Objective
Chairman Mao has said: "We ha'il from all corners
of the country and have joined together for a common
Peking Reoieu, No.
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revolutionary objective. And we need the vast majority
of the people with us on the road to this objective." And
he went on to say: "Our cadres must show concern for
every soldier, and all people in the revolutionary ranks
rnust care for each other, must love and help each
other." Chairman Mao has raised a most important
question here, the question of revolutionary unity.

In order to serve the people and carry out the tasks

of revolution, our revolutionary ranks must solve the
question of internal and external unity. Unity is
strength. Only when unity is reached within our revoIutionary ranks and between our revolutionary ranks
and the broad masses of the people under the great red
J:anner of Mao Tse-tung's thought to form a solid
militant entity can gigantic power be generated to defeat the el1emy, overcome difficulties and win victories
, in revolution and construction. Chairman Mao has
pointed out: "The unification of our country, the unity
of our people and the unity of our varicus nationalities
,.- these are the basic guarantees of the sure triumph cf
'our cause." (Cn the Carrect Handling oJ Contradictions
Among the Peaple) Our proletarian revolutionary
fighters must pay great attention to the immense
significance of revolutionary unity.
Our unily is unity for a common revolutionary
arm, a unity of will and purpose. In our nation's present stage, our revclutionary aim is to realize socialism

the ccnditions for the transition to communism. Consequently, we must unite with all those
'"vho are wiiling to take the socialist road. Mao
Tse-tung's thought is the guiding light on the socialist
road that we are resolutely taking and the basic
guarantee for realizing our common revolutionary aim.
Consequently, Mao Tse-tung's thought and the Party
Iine and policies drawn up under the guidance of Mao
Tse-tung's thought are the common ideological basis
of our unity. AII those _ who genuinely support
Mao Tse-tung's thought and act according to Mao
Tse-tung's thought should unite closely. As for those
ar-id prepare

who oppose the Party, oppose socialism and oppose Mao

the handful of people in the
Tse-tung's thought
Party who are in authority and are taking the capitalist road, the bourgeois Rightists and the counterwe must wage a resolute
revolutionary revisionists
struggle against them.
As comrades in our revolutionary ranks hail from
all corners of the country, there are differences in
their ideological lev,el, experience, individual characteristics, habits, and so forth, and their opinions and
attitudes on the same thing may vary tremendously.
Under such circumstances, how can mutual understanding and unity be achieved among the comrades
so that they can have a common aim and co-operate
to do their work well? This involves questions of
method and attitude, the most fundamental being that
of attitude. This is the question of working for selfinterest or for the interests of the public. Unity,
naturally, cannot be achieved if relations among comJanuarg 6,
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racres stem from selfish interests and personal Iikes
and dislikes. Profound class sentiments for comrades,
a magnanimous spirit, and' good unity can be
engendered only by serving the interests of the people,
serving a common revolutionary cause,

Cadres can show real concern for every soldier
only when there is a magnanimous spirit of wholehearted service to the public interest and profound
class sentiment for comrades. Comrade Wang Yuchangx who loves soldiers is such a person. When a
soldier fell sick, he, too, lost his appetite and
could not sleep. He suffered the same as the sick
soldier did. When a soldier ran into difficulties, he
rvorked tirelessly to help solve those difficulties. Torr-alds soldiers who showed faults, he first of all
made a self-examination for not being thorough
enough in car'ry'ing out his o$rn responsibilities. Wang
Yu-chang has often saiC: "Concern for the soldier is
ccncern for the revolution. For the sake of the revolution I can give up everything." He has risked his life
to save the lives of soldiers five times.

Only rvhen there is the magnanimous spirit of
sen,ingi the public interest wholeheartedly and when
there is profound class sentiment for comrades can class
love and the communist style be developed among the

revolutionary comrades. Only in this way can one
treat questions of principle in a serious and responsible
manner and be good at making concessions on questions
w'hich do not involve principle. Only thus can one
show more concern for others than for oneself in every
case, and be the first to accept hardship and the last
to partake of enjoyment. Only thus can one shoulder
difficulties and leave what is convenient to others;
learn from the advanced and help the less advanced;
and readily accept risks and leave the honours to others.
With such a lofty spirit of collectivism, our ranks will
be as firmly united as a piece of steel and be able to
smash any bulwark and be victorious everywhere.

In order to serve the Chinese people and the people of the world wholly and entirely, comrades in our
revolutionary ranks must in the course of revolutionary
struggle strengthen unity and must also strive to unite
with all those who can be united. We certainly must
unite with the vast majority of the people of the rvhole
country, struggle together, thoroughly defeat a1l class
enemies, carry the great proletarian cultural revolution
through to the end, and achieve complete victory in
China's socialist revolution and socialist construction.
We must certainly unite with the vast majority of the
people of the world, struggle together, thoroughly defeat imperialism, modern revisionism and reactionaries
of all countries, and fight for the realization of the great
ideal of communism.
("JieJangjun Bao," Nouember 30,

1966.)

*A hero of the P.L.A. For his story, see Peking Reuieu,
No. 48, 1966.-Tr.
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All Chino Studies "Quototions

l

From

Choirmsn lvtoo Tse-tun g"
mass movem,ent for the creative study and
TID
r application of Chairman Mao's r.vorks is developing
si-eorously throughout the country" China's hundreds
of millions are absorbediy studying tlie Quotations From
Chairman Mao Tse-tung in relation to every aspect of
their lives. The red, plastic-covered poeket editlon of
the Quotations has become the basic, most constantly

read book of the

masses.

The revolutionary masses have now made it their
habit always to have their copies of the Quotations by
them for study whenever they have the chance and
for guidance in any task tJrey tackle. You will hear
people reading them aloud collectively at their work
places, during work breaks, before a meeting, play or
movie, while travelling by train, bus or ship. The
teachings of Chairman Mao are for them an inexhaustible source from which to draw courage, wisdom and
strength. They say "a quotation Jrom Chairman Mao
is as powerful as a pillar supporting the heavens"; that
"a quotation is a spiritual atom bomb" and that they
are determined to imprint every word on their minds,
inJuse every sentence into their blood and ahr,'ays express them in their actions. Striking sentences from
Chairman Mao can be seen everyrvhere, painted or
postered up in the streets or lanes of the cities, at the
entrances of the villages or in the fields and on the
walls of every household. On both sides of the highway down Mount ?apa in northern Szechuan Province,
quotations from our great leader Chairman Mao have
been inscribed on the rocks, giving travellers a handy
opportunity to get an education in Mao Tse-tung's
thought.

The mass movement for the study of quotations
from Cha"irman Mao was started by the Chinese People's Liberation Army in 1960. In that 5rear, Comrade
Lin Piao cafled upon the whole Army to truly grasp
the thought of Mao Tse-tung. He ealled on all commanders and fighters to study and re-study Chairman
Mao's- basic concepts, memorize the most incisive and
important passages from his writings and study and
apply them constantly. Guided by this direefive in
the study of the selected works and pamphlets of Chairman Mao, the broad mass of commanders and fighters
make it a practice to copy down certain maxims and
study them well to get them firmly iinplanted in
their minds. In 1964, the Quotations From Chairman Mao Tse-tung edited by the General Political
Department of the Chinese People's Liberation Army
\,vere widely circulated throughor-it the country.
14

Readers r+'ere deiighted. Today this handy volume is
regarded by the masses as their most precious reading

matter. Towards the end of 1966 Comrade Lin Piao
rvrote a Foreword for the second edition of the Quotatioas stating: "The mass publication of tbe Quotations

From Chairman il7ao Tse-tuitg is an extremely irnportant measure for the broad masses to grasp IVIao Tsetung's thought and for promoting the revolutionization
oI the thinking of our people."
In studying the Qu"otati,ozs, the masses stress the
need for a big effort to apply what they study, that
is, to solve problerns in their thinking and their work,
to remould their world outlook and improve their methods of work. They proved by personal exp€rience
that to study selected quotations from Chairman Mao
with specific problems in mind is a good way of mastering Mao Tse-tung's thought, a method conducive to
quick results.
When an artillery company of the P.L.A. lvas given
the job of making bricks, at the start. some fighters
found it difficult to stand the heat anC heavy work
invoive.C. Seekjng guidanee, they started to study and
discuss collectively these rrords of Chairman Mao's:
"What is work? Work is struggle. . . . A good comrade is one who is more eager to go where the difficulties are greatei," and "Be resolute, fear no sacrifice and
surmount every difficulty fo w'in victory." The whole
company has since gone to it with a will, summoning
up a tenacious spirit in daring to stand any hardship

and tackle any task no matter how hard. In doing
their work they have emulated each other itr boundless
enthusiasm and, as a result, overfulfilled their production target every month.
Yang Wai-chao, deputy squad lead,er of a certain
naval unit, felt a bit unhappy when he h,eard that a
fighi'er who had joined the army later than he did was
promoted squad leader. Then a quotation from Chairman Mao which he had read long ago came to mind:
"All our cadres, whatever their rank, are servants of
the people, and whatever we do is to sen e the people.
How then can we be reluctant to discard any of our
bad traits?" A sharp ideological struggle surged within
his mind as he checked his wrong ideas in the light of
this passage and he succeeded in discarding his old
seifish considerations.
Once when the ore-sintering plant of the Wuhan
Iron and Steel Works lvas oveihauling some eqr-ripmenl
a number of comrades feli depressed after two attempts
Pe?ti.ttg Reuiew, No, 2
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to do it failed. Then this quotation from Chairman
Mao appeared in 6 large poster hung over their work
place: "We must recognize difficulties, analyse them
and comba.t them." These words inspired them with
new and greater confidence in overcoming their difficulties and finally, after making a careful analysis and
study of the reasons for their failure, their third atiempt
succeeded.

Old Chou Shou-chi, a poor peasant of the

Topa

in Huangchung County, Chinghai
Province, northr;i,est China, is illiterate, so every evening,
his daughter reads him a passage from Chairman Mao's
works. If he fails to get its meaning the first time,
she reads it over and over again till he grasps it. Thanks
to such conscientious study, he has greatl;: raised his
level of proletarian class consciousness. Seeing that a
People's Commune

skinny horse of the production team failed to put on
weight when it was fed together with the other horses,
he suggested that he bring it to his house and feed it
separately. He said: "I was considered too old to
work but actually I am only sixty-odd years old and

The Greot Thought

of Mdo Tse-tung -

I want to go on making revolution as long as I live. It
is only now that I understand that I am living not for
my own self but for the Chinese revolution as well
as the world revolution!" Under his care, the formerly
gaunt horse has grown plump and strong.
Bachar,

a

shepherd

of Shamai

People's Commune

in the East Uchumuchin Banner of Inner Mongolia,

was out with his collective's sheep when he lost his
way r,r,ith his sheep in a blizzard. He was weak from
hunger and cold. When he recalled these words of Chairman Mao's: "No matter lvhat the difficulties and hardships, so long as a single man remains, he will fight
on," at once he pulled himself together and chased after
the fiock. His wife came up then and the couple battled
the weather for two days and a night to bring the whoie
flock back to safety without a single ioss.
These are just a few examples of legions that iilustrate why the masses look to Chairman Mao's Quotations
for ir-rspiration, for heip, for fresh strength in the rev-

olutionary struggle.

Source

o{ Mighty Mdteridl

Strength

Culturol Revolution Spurs New All-Round
Leop in Chino's Economy
Alt tqsks set for 1966, the first yeor of the Third Five-Year Plon, hove been ful.
filled ohead of schedule. This hos given immense encourqgement to all the revolution'
qry people of Chino ond the whole world, qnd deolt o heovy blow to imperiolism,
mod€rn revisionism and ull resction.

rfrHE great and unprecedented proletarian cultural
I revolution initiated and led by our great leader
Chairman Mao himself has enormously enhanc'ed the
revolutionary spirit of the masses on China's economic
workers and staff and people's commune memfront
bers.- The entire national economy has been given a
new look, a new prosperity and has taken a new, al1round leap forward.
A1l tasks set for 1966, the first year of the Third
Five-Year Plan for the development of the national
economy, were overfulfilled ahead of schedule.

In agriculture, natural calamities of a fairly serious
nature were overcome and the harvest was excellent
all round. The grain and cotton harvests were the best
in all the 17 years since liberation. Exeellent results
were also achiev.ed w-ith other industrial crops, forestry
and stockbreeding, and outputs were eonsiderably
above those of the preceding year.
Industry achieved- an all-round increase in output.
Iron and steel, machine-building, coal, petroleurn, elecJanuarg 6,
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tric pou,er, chemicals, building materials, timber, textiles
and other light industries all topped their plans ahead
of time. The range o{ products was greatly extended
and there was a general improt'ement of quality. The
nation's gross industrial output was more than 20 per
cent above that of 1965.
The tasks of capital construction in bcth industry
and agriculture were successfully completed. Both in
overall investment and the number of projects being
built the figures for the preceding year were greatly
exceeded. Compared with previous years, the building
time of many in:rportant projects was roughly halved,
and the quaiity of construction was much improved.

In spite of the fact that tens cf millions of

Red

Guards and revolutionary students and teachers travelled
by land, sea or air to exchange revolutionary experience.
the total volume of freight transport in 1966 topped
the state pian.

A giant leap was made in science and technology'
The three successful nuclear tests during 1966, the suc15

of s5rnthetic benzene and the synthesis of crystalline insulin, and the whole rang,e of
unique new techniques for extracting and refining oil
errclved by workers and technicians at the Taching
O:lfield show that China's science and technology have
begun to reach the advanced standards of the 1960s.
Agriculture's rich harvests and the all-round increase
in industrial output created an excellent situation in
wbich markets throughout the country were brisk. Purcbses and sales were considerably above those of the

On the agricultural front, hundreds of millions of
their eager and creative study and
application of the "three constantly read articles,"
grasped the idea of farming for the collective and for
the revolution and acquired the revolutionary spirit and
lofty aspirations of the Foolish OId Man who removed
the mountains. Taking members of the Tachai Brigade
as their model and fearing neither heaven nor earth, neither hardships nor difficulties, they worked hard and
self-reliantly and with dauntless heroism. B,elying on

prcceding year.

the people's communes which have been steadily consol-

cessful manufacture

The import-export trade situation was very encouraging and so was the state financial position. There
was a favourable balance in state revenue and expenditure.

for Mao
of the great

These successes are fresh great victories

Tse-tung's thought, brilliant achievements
proletarian cultural revolution!

They are a great encouragement to the revolutionary
people of China and the whole world! They are a telling blow against the imperialists, modern revisionists

and all reactionaries. These scoundrels, doing their
worst in their vain attempts to slander China's great cultural revolution, have prophesied that it would lead inevitabiy to "economic disaster," that industrial and agricuitural production would be "paralysed," and so on.
But China's rvorking people, armed with Mao Tse-tung's
thought, have wlth the creative and brilliant resuits of
their labours shattered the day-dreams and slanders of
the reactionaries.
China's all-*sund leap forlvard on the economic
front was stimulated by the great leap forward on the
ideological front, Tremendous material force grew
from a great spiritual force the invincible thought
of Mao Tse-tung.

In a Ietter in March eoncerning the creative study
and application of Chairman Mao's writings by workers
and staff on the industrial and transport front Chairman
Mao's close comrade-in-arrns Comrade Lin Piao wrote:
"It is essential to imbue the workers and peasants with

Chairman Mao's thought through the creative study
and application of his works. OnIy so can the mental
outlook of the working people be changed and spiritual
forces tre transformed into tremendous material
strength."

Actively responding to this call in 1966, hundreds
of millions of working people on China's economic front
launched an unprecedented mass movement for the creative study and application of Chairman Mao's writings
and especially of the "three constantly read articles.".
They have carried this mass movement to a completely
new stage. As a result, the revolutionization of people's
thinking and production and construction too were carried to a completely new stage.
* Seroe the People, In Mem.orU of Normnn Bethune and
The Foolish Old Man Who Remoued, the Mountains,
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peasants, through

idated and developed under the guidanoe of Mao
Tse-tur"rg's thought, they waged a great and vigorous
struggle to transform nature. They w,ent ahead with
capital construction on the farms on an unprecedented
scaie and creatively reformed production techniques
and farming systems. At the same time, they speeded
up the pace of farm mechanization. All this radically
changed the face of the farms and made possible last
year's all-round excellent harvest.
On the industrial front, workers and staff throughout the country took the "three constairtly read articles"
as their weapon, made revolution in the depths of their
souls, vigorously destroyed self-interest and promoted
devotion to pubiic interest, and fostered the rvorld outlook of wholehearted service to the people. In this way
they bi"ought their revolutionary spirit into full play
and an enormous material strength was generated. Resolutely adhering to the series of briliiant policy decisions formulated by Chairman Mao and emulating the
men and women of the Taching Oiifield who are bold
in and good at making revolution, they dared to blaze
new tlails and scale uncl,imbed peaks and raised China's
indr-rstrial techniques as a rvhole to a corapletely new

level. An independent and fairly comprehensive modern
industrial system is shaping up in China. The country
is now completely self-sufficient both in quantity and
variety of petroleum products for its national economy
and nal.ional defence. It is also self-sufficient in forgings and rolled stock for motor vehicles, tractors, precision instruments and meters and for the petro-chemical, aircraft and atomie energy industries. China will
also be able to produce complete sets of equipment for
the big integrated iron and steel works, coal mines, oi1fields, oil refineries, chemical works, cement plants,
power stations, aircraft and tractor plants and machinebuilding plants i,r,'hich are to be built during the Third
Five-Year Plan.

The hundreds of millions of the Chinese working
people are embarking on the new year with full confidence in victory. In this new year, they are determined
to raise still higher the great red banner of the invincillle thought of Mao Tse-tung, creativeiy study and
apply Chairman Mao's writings in a big way, vi.gorously
establish tho ascendancy of Mao Tse-tung's thought,
carry out Chairman Mao's great call to take hold of
revolution and promote production still better, remove
all obstacles in the way of their advance, bring about a
new upsurge in the great proletarian cultural revolution and use this to carry production and construction
Pekitr,g Reuiew, No. 2

to a new

upsurge, and

win st:I greater victories

on

the.ideological and material fronts. Ihey are determined

to carry out stiil better the series of brilliant policy
decisions formulated by Chairman Mao himself, and
make

still more and greater contributions to the

tasks

of turning all professions and trades into great

schools

of Mao Tse-tung's thought, realizing the Third

FiveYear Plan with greater, faster, better and more econom-

ical results, and building China into an impregnable

state of tho proletariat.

Flsil to Choirmon Moo Leoding Us From
Victory to Victory
-

Armymen ond Civilions in Their Millions Wormly Celebrote
The Brilliont Success of Chino's Lotest Nucleor Explosion

TMMENSELY inspired by the good news of China,s
I Iatest successful nuclear explosion, the nation,s
armymen and people in their hundreds of millions
joyously and enthusiasticall;r hailed it as a new, great
victory for IVIao Tse-tung's thought, and as another
magnificent fruit of the great proletarian cultural revolution. They all expressed their determination in the
coming year to hoid stiil higher the great red banner
of l\{ao Tse-tung's thought, vigorously study and apply
Chairman Mao's works, firmly camy out the proletarian
revolutionary line represented by Chairman Mao,
thoroughly criticize and repudiate the bourgeois reactionary line, win fresh victories for the great proletarian cultural revolution and usher in a new upsurge
in socialist construction.

In the last few days, revolutionary masses throughout China, in cities, factory and mining areas and the
countryside, have heid celebration meetings and parades.

Numerous letters teliing of their achievements and
making pledges and messages of greetings have been
pouring into the Party's Central Committee and the
State Council. The whole country has been swept
with joy as the people cheered: "Long live the great,
invincible thought of Mao Tse-tung!"
When the news of the success was announced by
the Centrai People's Broadcasting Station, all Peking
was astir. Many factory workers were so excited that
they could not sleep and did not go to bed that night.
Some militiamen of the Peking Synthetic Fibre Experimental Works, immediately after finishing their
sentry duty, started to ',vrite slogans, big-character
posters and letters in which tirey made piedges. Eyecatching bulletins in bright vermilion carrying the
great news appeared in college and school campuses
everywhere. Young Red Guards there described this
new nuclear explosion as a gun salute to send off the
old year and bring in another spring, a gun salute to
celebrate the great victory won by the revolutionary
line represented by Chairman Mao. Commune members on Peking's outskirts passed on the new's, beating
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drums and gongs and singing songs in praise of it
The broad masses of poor and lower-middie peasants
said that they were resolved to push their study and
application of Chairman Mao's works to a new and
higher level and see to it that they win victories both
in revoiution and production.
When the news reached Shanghai on the Whangpoo River, the workers there who had amid the high
tide of the great proletarian cultural revolution fulfilled their production plan for 1966 ahead of schedule,
said: With Mao Tse-tung's thought which is an infinitely powerful spiritual atom bomb in our possession, there is no stronghold we cannot storm aud we
can create all kinds of miracles. In Foochow which is
situated on the coastal front, the revolutionary masses
piedged themseives to redouble their vigilance, and to
be ready at all times to wipe out the enerny if he
should dare to invade us. In the northeast, braving
the bitter sub-zero cold, people went into the streets
that night to parade and post news bulletins, Shenyang workers said the success of the test brought good
tidings of China's efforts to modernize its national
defence and that it was a great inspiration to the city's
working class r,vho were ushering in a fresh upsurge
in revolution and production for the coming new year.
Working-class peop).e, they said, must take the tasks
of the world revolution as their own and carry through
to the end the great cultural revolution in the factories. Revolutionary rvorkers and staff members of
the Anshan Iron and Steel Company unanimously said
that they would learn from all comrades who took part
in the nuclear test, grasp firmiy the revolution and
promote production, conquer all difficulties and play
a big part in national construction.
When the news reached. the remote autonomous
regions of the minority nationalities, the revolutionary masses there elatedly sang songs and cheered,
"Long live Chairman Mao, the great leader of the people
of ali nationalities! Long, long life to him!" A celebration meeting attended by some 20,000 people was
L7
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held by the Red Guards in Huhehot, capital of the
Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region. The young
fighters said at the meeting that the success of the
new nudear explosion was a victory for the great proletarian odfural revolution led by Chairman Mac and
a telling blow against imperialism, revisionism and
reaction- The whole of the plateau city of Lhasa was
Frclt€d and people vied with one another in sending
Eessages of greetings to the Party Central Committee
and Chairman Mao. The' emancipated serfs on the
cii-vt outskirts greeted the nervs with cries of Chu'
l.sidelci, which rrleans "good luck and good fortilne"
aad said that it represented the greatest happiness for
them, former serfs, and for the people of the world'
Cheers of "Long live Chairman Mao! Long live
Mao Tse-tung's thoughtl" resoundd throughout the
baryacks of the P.L.A. The broad masses of commanders and fighters excitedly aeelaimed the strecess
of the new nuclear explosion. At a forum, commanders and fighters said unanimously: There is a limit
to the depth of the Pacific Ocean, but no limit to the
profundity of Mao Tse-tung's thought; there is a iimit
to the height of Mt. Jolmo Lungma, but there is no
Iimit to the height of Mao Tse-tung's thought; the
physical atom bomb has limited power, but IMao Tsetung's thought has unlimited power. They expressed
their determination to raise the great red banner of
Mao Tse-tung's thought still higher, carry the rnass
movement for the creative study and application of
Chairman Mao's works to a new stage, and make new,

greater contributions to the revolutionization of the
P.L.A., to the fight against U.S. imperialist aggression
and to the defence of wortd peace.
The cornrnanders and fighters of one P.LA. uni!
who took part in the successful test, said: It is due
to the use of the moral atom bomb of Mao Tse-tung's
thought that the latest nuclear explosion has been
successfully carried out; it is ideological revolutionization that has brought about a new rise in the level
of science and technoiogy. They recalled that in the
course of their experimental work, they had consciously regarded the testirrg ground,as a big elassroorrr and
a big examination hall for their creative study and
application oI Chairman Mao's works and, in the spirit
of "seizing the day, seizing the hour," had devot'ed
vigcrous efto*s to studying, discussing and applying
the "three consta.ntly read articles" (Serue the People,
In Memot'g oj Normtan Bleth.ute, The Focl"ish Old Man
Wtca Remooed the Mountains). Stud;,ing and applying these articles in the course of struggle, they had
realized more profoundly that their creative study and
application of Chairman Mao's writings was fundamental for the success of the nuclear expiosion. They
declared: "This new nuclear explosion which was a
complete success was achieved first of all because it
was conducted after hard ideological work in four
spheres, that is, giving full prominence to politics'
studying Chairman Mao's works to the best of our
abiliiy, entirely following Chairman Mao's teachings
ancl acting solely according to his instructions."

Brezhnev's Proposed Meeting of "Communist
Parties" Is Khrushchov Revisionists'New
Anti-Msrxist-Leninist Counter-Revolutionory Plot
by the Editoriol Deportment of the Albcniqn Poper Zeri

i

Popullit

(December 13, 1966)

rFHE

Soviet revisionist leaders have again taken the
already bankrupt proposal for an international
meeting of "Communist and Workers' Parties" off their
dusty she1f. Khrrrshchov's faithful disciple Brezhnev,
stubbornly acting after the fashion of Khru.shchov, used
the rostrum of the Congresses of the Bulgarian Corrrmunist Party and the tr{ungarian Sociaiist Wor:kers'
Party to issue another appeal for a meeting of "Com-

I

I8

munist Parties." According to him, this meeting will be
"a new collective discussion by the Communists of the
situation in the international communist movement and

its

tasks."

Anyone who has closely followed the past ferv
years' deveXopment of the international cornrnunist
movement can readily see that Brezhnev's proposed
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new meeting is nothing but a replica of Khrushchov's
discredited proposal.

How the "Meeting" Proposed by the (hrushchoyites

llJos Held
On JuIy 30, 1964, at a session of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. presided over by Khrushchov, a
concrete plan about how and where the rneeting should
be heid and a strict agenda were set forward. Khrushchov ordered that a meeting of "the Draft Committee"
be heid in Moscow on December 15 that year and that
a meeting of the Parties of al] countries be called in
mid-1965.

Khrushchov brought up his plan for such a rneeting
the situation was desperate. At the time, the
domestic and foreign policies of betrayal had failed on
all eounts. The time had passed when the Soviet leadbecause

ers could safely engage in secret activities by paying
lip-servioe to Marxism-Leninism and capitalizing on
the great prestige enjoyed by the Soviet Union and the
C.P.S.U. I(hrushchov was completely unmasked by the
resolute struggle of the Chinese Communist Party, the
Aibanian Party of Labour and other Marxist-Leninist
Parties and forces. This struggle d-rew a clear line of
demarcation between Marxism-Leninism and revisionism
and betrveen revolutionaries and renegades. Division
and contradictions began to deepen in the ranks of
the revisionists. Ttte ret'isionist band r*-as becoming
more and more balky in following the baton. Togliatti's
testament completely brought to light the disputes
among the revisionists.
Khrushchov and company maintained that the
device to save them and get them out of their predicament was to hold "a meeting of Communist and
Workers' Parties." They attempted to control and
manipulate the meeting according to their plan and
aspiraticns. The meeting was intended to achieve trvo
principal objectives: to "condernn" the Chinese Communist Party and the Aibanian Party of Labour and
strengthen the struggle against them; and to bolster
unity in the revisionists' disintegrated ranks and prevent the various revisionist cliques from breaking loose
from the Soviet leading group. The Soviet leaders also
hoped through the meeting to organize a broad front
to oppose the formation of new Marxist-Leninist parties
and other revolutionary organizations. In short, whether in view of the conditions under whieh the proposed meeting wouid take place or of the objectives
it sought to attain, the meeting planned by Khrushchov
\,vas intended to strengthen the struggle against
Marxism-Leninism, undermine unity and finally split
the international communist movement, and consolidate
Khrushchov revisionism' s tottering position.

But Khrushchov suffered a eomplete defeat in his
every effort tor,vards realizing these aims. Despite his
use of such means as demagogy, flattery, threats, deception ancl blackmaii, the meeting fell through. The
exposure of the schemes behind the rneeting by the
Janu.cru 6,
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Marxist-Leninist Parties, first

of all by the Chinese

Communist Party and the Albanian party of Labour,
played a decisive role in this respect. The failure of

the meeting led to the downfall of its

initiator

Khrushehov who was cast away like a lemon rind by
his accomplices. Why did Khrushchov,s plan for ,,an
international meeting" fail?

For a time. Khrushchov rnade a vain and desperate

effort to end the polemics in order to advance his
ignominious and capitulationist line of revisionism in
a smooth way. But the Marxist-Leninists turned their
principled and revolutionary polemics into a more and
more powerful v.eapon; they courageously and resolutely laid bare the strategy and tactics of modern revisionism in evetr.- field and in a1l their'forms.
Khrushchov tried his utmost to line up the revisionists of other countries around the one centre, the
Soviet leading clique, but he failed to prevent the growth

of the eentrifugal force. The revisionist theory of
manlr c,entres became more obvious and ihe resistance
to the baton reached a larger scale.
Johnson's "bridge-making" and his policy of contaeting and infiltrating the Easi E':ropean countries
were soon accepted by the rerisioaist cliques of those
countries. This made their re-ations rrith the imperialists cioser and more direct and renCer-ed it no longer
necessary to use Khrushchov as a middleman, thus
bringrng about a further exposure and division of the
revisionists.

While intensifying their efforts to draw close to
and co-operate v!'ith U-S. imperialism, the Soviet

revisionists did everything possible to conceal the meaning and aim of the Soviet-U.S. "Holy Allianee" from the
people of all countries. But they met with disastrous
defeat in this effort too. The tine of co-operation between the United States and lhe Soviet Union has been
publicly exposed. It is a line of world domination by
the two powers, of dividing up spheres of influence
between them, of suppressing the revolution of the
people of ali countries and the national-liberation movement, and of bringing about a capitalist restoration in
the socialist countries and foriifying bourgeois rule in
others.

What has been said above is vihat led to the failure

of Khrushchov's plan for the "meeting." These factors
and the defeats he suffered at hcme

fqy gx4rnple, the

- much publicized
bankruptcy of the Khrushchovites'
promise to realize the abundant life, the boastful slogan
of entering communism in a fe'w years and the incredible chaos created in the Soviet Union by Khrush*
chov's reforms and super-reforms
ali led
dis- such astothetheintermal end of this renegade, a renegade
national communist movement had neiver seen b€fore.

Khrushehov has retired from the politieal scenq
leaving a particularly difficult task for his successors:
to promote Khrushchovism without Khrushchov, faithfully follorv an already defeated Ine and continue to
carry out manoeuvres u,hich are doomed to failure, In
I9

particular, he left to his coilacorators the task of preparing for and calling the meedng q-trich had not been
held.

This indeed rras a difficult matter. Not only was
Khrushchov's proposal for an international meeting
firm11' boycotted bS the }larxist-I-eninist Parties; the
altitude of the rerlsior-is:s of other countries also was
one of opposi-*on anri i:esitation. Especialiy after the
Iail of Khrushci:or. there \n-ere open and clear signs
oi dissaiisfac:ion rriiir }Iosco'uv, resentment and a search
for irdepencieuce in these countries. Under such
cr:curnsi:ncer the new Soviet leaders were forced to
postpone the meeting from December 15, 1964 to March
i- 19i5- and c-hange the name of the "Draft Committee"
to the "Consu-ltative Meeting of Representatives of
Cr:nrcunist and Workers' Parties."

But the postponement of the meeting and the use
of a nerv name did not change its aim one iota. In
fact. the meeting was aimed at realizing Khrushchov's
plan under new conditions. It was a meeting of
arbitrary action and divisive and sectarian activities, a
meeting advantageous to imperialism. Thus the masks
of Brezhnev, Kosygin and other new Soviet leaders
tvere torn off and they were exposed before the whole
rvorld as the faithful successors of Khrushchov's antiMarxist, counter-revolutionary, divisive and conspira-

torial line of betrayal.
At the meeting and in the documents adopted, the
new tactics of the present Soviet leaders were mapped
out and passed. Drawing lessons from Khrushchov's sad
experience, his successors diew up more elastic tactics
which, in their view, could effectively oppose MarxismLeninism, revolution and socialism. The essence of these
taciics Iay in confusing public opinion: vowing to be
faithful to Marxism-Leninism and socialism while
betraying them; swearing by heaven to stand for unity
while disrupting it; calling for opposition to imp,erialism while stepping up co-op,eration with U.S. imperialism; and supporting in words the revolutionary struggle
of the people of alI eountries while actually sabotaging
these struggles.

But the tactics of confusing public opinion, being a
new variety of lies, could not go on permanently. These
tactics could only produce temporary advantages and
their perpetrators could not avoid exposure. Reality and
the struggle of the Marxist-Leninist Parties and forces
have torn away all the masks of the Soviet leaders and
publicly exposed them not only as the faithful successors

of Khrushchov, but as persons who have further
developed, deepened and made more concrete the per-

fidious line initiated by their fallen master.

The Clique of Brezhnev-Kosygin ond Their Colloborotors Are Renegodes From Communism ond the Most
Contemptible ond Dongerous Enemies
The new Soviet leaders have travelled farther than
Khrushchov on the road of restoring capitalism in the
Soviet Union and co-operati.ng with U.S. imperialism
20

and of further camying out the policy of division and
big-nation chauvinism towards the socialist countries
and Communist Parties. While Khrushchov started
rapprochement with U.S. imperialism, his successors
have gone further and reached the stage rvhere they have
formed an alliance with U.S. imperialism and closely
co-operated with it in many ways. They have concluded
with the United States a series of agreements which
are aimed at pushing ahead with the line of rru-orld
domination by the two powers. Continuing aiong this
road, they have, in addition, established closer contact
with the German Federal Republic and other imperialist countries in the West, while in the Far East they
have colluded with the Japanese imperialists.
Khrushchov, while in power, made every effort to
oppose China, and the present Soviet leading cliqtie is
ganging up with the U.S. imperialists and other reactionaries in using all possible means to build a "cordon
of fire" around China. The foreign policy of th,e Soviet
Union under the control of Brezhnev and Kosygin has
been exposed as a policy of stepping up opposiiion to
China. All political initiatives and actions by the present Soviet Government in international affairs are
closely connected with this policy. No other reason can
be given for them.
The association and co-operation of the Soviet lead-

ing ciique with the Indian reactionaries is a case in
point. Aiong with imperialism, they provicie India with
military aid in crder to help India
oppose China, to incite India to fight China and
to turn India into a permanent arrns depot for aggression against the southwestern borders of the People's Republic of China. From the very beginning, it was
because of the instigation. support and aid by
Khrushchov and Kennedy that Nehru dared to launch
aggression against China. At present, it again is the
same instigation, support and aid by the successors of
Khrushchov and Kennedy that have enabled Indira
Gandhi and other Indian reactionaries to brandish weapons against China. All these facts are there for everyone to see.
massive economic and

On November 30, 1966, a new economic agreement
was signed between the Soviet Unicn and India. Under
this, the Soviet Union will in five years (1966-70) provide the Indian reactionaries with a loan of 970 million
rubles, double the amount of Soviet aid to India in
the previous five years, and larger than the total Soviet
"economic aid" given in the ten years when Khrushchov
u,as in power. According to the trade agreement signed
on November 3, the volume of trade between the two
countries in 1970 will be twice what it was in 1965. The
Soviet leading clique is arming India rvith rockets, submarines, naval vessels, tanks, planes and other military
equipment. It is helping India build factories for
making military planes, one of which has gone into
production. A11 this "aid" was supplied at a time when
the reactionary Indian Government had become moi"e
frenzied in opposing China, faced great political and
econcmic difficulties and approached toial collapse. In
Peking Reuieu, No
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fact, the aid is intended to prop up the reactionary Indian
regime and instigate the Indian reactionaries to oppose
China and other neighbouring countries.

It is exactly towards this end that the revisionists are
seeking a solution to the Vietnam question within the
framework of Soviet-U.S. co-operation.

The ever-widening contact and co-operation betrveen the Soviet and Japanese leaders have reached
larger proportions. Close and many-sided friendship
ties have been established between them. Japanese
monopoly corporations have been invited to develop
the natural resources of the Far Eastern area of the
Soviet Union and Japanese planes are permitted to fly
from one end of Siberia to another. Some important
contracts and agreements betr,veen the Soviet Union and
Japan are soon to be concluded. A11 this is not accidental; it follows the political line formulated and energeticail.y supported by U.S. imperialism, a line designed
to oppose and encircle the People's Republic of China.

The Soviet-U.S. game on the Vietnam issue is
very complicated, but the aim is quite clear. At the
sarne time, the part both play is very explicit. In this

It is in the same context and for the same purpose
that the recent Soviet-Mongolian Treaty was signed,
the anti-Chinese character of which cannot be concealed. In il're same fashion, Khrushchov's successors
organized and directed the India-Pakistan negotiations

at Tashkent. They are now maklng approaches to the
Government of Thailand and take an interest in U.S.
plans, in which the Chiang Kai-shek elements are participating, for the development of Southeast Asia. They
are also giving every possible support to the Indonesian
reactionaries in order to suppress the Communists and

other revolutionary forces and incite the Indonesian
reactionaries to oppose People's China. An agreement
on the postponement of the repayment of Indonesian
debt to the Soviet Union and another on trade expansion between the two countries were concluded in
Moscow' on November 23, after cordial and friendiy
negotiations with the murderers of the Indonesian people. The Indonesian military clique has received
Sslziet tanks for which it asked the Soviet Government
to supply spare parts just after they had been shipped
to Indonesia. Diplomatic representatives of the Soviet
Union in Indonesia have publicly lauded the fascist
regime there and advocated the strengthening of relations between the two countries, for which "there
exists a gocd foundation."
A11 Soviet activities

and those which are

com-

paratively concealed or, in other words, not in the open,
are a component part of the vicious and big plot for
forming an alliance between revisionism and the reactionaries of the United States and other countries to
encircle China mil.itarily and for making preparations
for a war against it.

This has become more and more obvious with the
of time: taking co-ordinated steps, the U.S.
imperialists and the Khrushchov revisionists are doing
their utmost to make use of the Vietnam issue in their
ioint conspiracy against China. They are vainly attempting to turn Vietnam (divided or reunified) into a
country serving the imperialist-revisionist encirclement
of China, into a country pursuing an active anti-China
policy, and into a firm pillar of a war against China.
passage
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game, the Americans suppiy weapons and troops while
the revisionists act as saboteurs, fifth columnists, sowers of panic and defeatists. Their common objective is
to crush Vietnam from within and without, encircle
China and escalate the aggression in the direction of
China.

The compromise reached in Europe between the
Khrushchov revisionisis and the imperialists of various
countries clearly reveals the strategic objective of the
war the Soviet Union and the United States are preparing against China. Under the slogan of "European
security," the Soviet revisionisi leaders, rvith the approval and encouragement of the U.S. imperialists, are
following the path of appeasement in Europe and aggression in Asia. This new "European" policy of the Soviet
leaders was iormally drawn up at the recent Bucharest
meeting of the Warsaw Treaty eountries. The aim is
to guarantee U.S. imperialism against any anxiety over
Europe, to help it transfer its troops and equipment from
Europe to Asia to strengthen its military activities in
Vietnam and commit aggression against the People's Republic of China. By lightening their own burden in
Europe, the Soviet revisionists have created new posAsian
sibilities for concentrating their forces in the.United
theatre of war. The Soviet Union and the
States are now'pointing the spearhead of their common
war drive to achieve world domination at this theatre.

It was no accident that the Soviet propaganda campaign for appeasement in Europe and the various recent
visits by Brezhnev and Kosygin and the recent meetings
organized by them coincided with Johnson's Asian tour
and the Manila conference. These developments followed
a series of direct talks bet'*'een high-ranking representatives of the Soviet Union and the United States. Meanwhile large numbers of U.S. military forces were transferred from Europe to Vietnam and to U.S. military
bases in Asia. It was after these intensive diplomatic
manoeuvres that the Khrushchov revisionists launched
a new anti-China propaganda campaign and proclaimed
their intention of convening a meeting of "Communist

Parties." The imperialist-revisionist policy of taking
closely co-ordinated action and stepping up their antiChina struggle is crystal clear and no demagogy or
trickery can possibly camouflage it.
U.S. lmperiolists ond Khrushchov Revisionists Are
Beset With Mony Controdictions Reflecting

Their Weoknesses

From a surface look at the international situation, it seems as if the U.S. imperialists and Soviet
treaders are

yielding influence and taking the initiative,
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and are anxious to take advaDtage of the situation and
opportunities. Horvever, in these complicated eircumstances, the s-eakrr.esses of tle imperialists and revisionists are all too oblious.

l}le c'ontradictions between the imperialist counbies are bdng aggravated and deepened as time goes
on- In th€ course of their preparing for war, concluding nes- aliirrlce+ scrambling for markets and'spheres
of infiuence- competition and rivalries have been intendfied incessantly. Ttre United States has lost the
hegenony it established for a short period over the
capitalist countries after Vy'orld War II; it is no longer
able to reorganize capitalist strength and place other
inperialist countries under its eontrol and tihere are no
practicaf possibilities whatever for it to do so. These
er.mtries had acted as the ehief U.S" partners in aggr:essave treaties, but now they are trying to free themselves
enttely from past U.S. economic, political and rr*ilitary
domination. Now, theyr are firmly demanding that they
take their own place in world politics and have their
own share in capitalist world markets.
The differences between the imperialist countries
have been brought into bold relief as a result of the
heavy pressure against NATO and other aggressive
treaties
a p,ressure which has been created by the
endless-squabb.ling on the question of the eommon
policies and common attitudes towards a third country.

At present, U.S. hegemony in Europe

does not onJy

meet resistance frorn the Freneh bourgeoisie. France
feels that it possesses suffieient strength to resist U.S.
orders and defend its own interests. West Germany,
too, has begun wavering and has made much trouble
for its friends aeross the Atlantic. To counter U.S. pressure, these t'*'o countries, naturally basing themselves
on their own interests, demand that the old alliances be

reorganized and are searching for new markets.
Similar phenomena can be found more or less in the
ease of Japanese militarism and British imperialism.

1}-re policy of intervention and aggression followed
by the United States towards other peoples has caused
extreme uneasriness among those of its ailies who are
unwilling to be involved in its adventures. This poiiey
has not reeeived any effective support from them. For
instance, the U.S. imperialists have been trying in every
way to internationalize their aggression in Vietnam,
but in faet they are far from able to do what they did
in the Korean war, in which the United States managed
to throw together quite a number of allies under the
banner of the United Nations.

Writing about the present isolated U.S. position and

its failure to gain support from its European allies in

the Vietnam war, the noted U.S. journalist Lipprnann
recently made the following remarks: if the government of any European eountry allied itself with the
United States on the battlefield it could not survive.
The illusion that the Wilson government which
"moralIy" supported the United States would send a
small number of troops to Vietnam has been smashed.
2'

As to the a.i"r, puoptes whom Washington considered
were being saved by, the United States. none of the independent Asian countries-iapan, India, Pakistan,
Burma,. Malaya and Indonesia-had ever given any
support, even symbolic, to the United States. Only the
dependent countries like Australia and New- Zealand
outposts abandoned by the former British Etnpire were together with the United States.
The revisionist front also suffers the same maladies
which afflict the capitalist world. The Soviet leaders
have used various kinds of measures and methods to
fill the daily widening gap. They use the ruble and
resort to pressure, threat and chauvinist blackmail to
achieve their purpose. But the result is miserable.

The chauvinist policy pursued by the leading clique
of the Soviet Union has engendered among its follorvers
sentiments of narrow nationalism, discontent, various
kinds of resistance and opposition. Each revisionist
group, in its efforts to defend its own interests, always
seeks to form its own alliances at the expense of others'
interests, Moreover, in order to gain freedom of action
and as a means of blackmail against the Soviet Union,
many cliques have replaced the ruble with the doliar,
and established various forms of reiations with the
West. These antagonistic actions and this struggle are
ccmpletely unprincipled. It is the laws oI capitalist
society which they have restored in their orvn countries
that are operating, with the result that nationalist
feelings have been aroused and endless quarrels and
unceasing rivalries have taken place.

The merciless unmasking of the Khrushehov revisionists by the Marxist-Leninists has fur-ther deepened
and aggravated this crisi.s, At the same time, this has
contributed to -raising the revolutionary spirit ol the
Cornmunisk; and other labouring people. The antirevisionist movement in the Soviet Union is expanding,
and manifests iLself in the fo,rmation of secret revolutionary committees, while in other countries such as in
Poland, Marxist-Leninist revotrutionary parties have also
been set up. In those countries where the revisionist
groups hold dominant positions, these factors, diverse in
nature, are like raging lires against the revisionist
groups. Fundamentally, this determines their inevitable destruction.

The struggle of the Marxist-Leninist Parties and
forces against Khrushchov revisiorrism, the founding of
new revolutionary parties and revolutionary organizations in various countries, the weakening of relations
among the revisionist countries and revisionist parties
and the marked decline of the influence exercised over
them by the Soviet revisionists-all these are continuing to grow, TLre Soviet leaders and the other revisionist cliques are at a loss about what to do, and
they are desperately trying to get out of the crisis ra,hich
is eating away at them from within and without. In
the face of these setbacks and the big exposure in the
international communist movement, in the face of the
opposition of the peoples at home to thei,r anti-Marxist
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and capitulationist policy, and in the face of the grave
economic difficulties resulting from their capitalist reforms, they have held meeti.ng after meeting, b,oth secret
and open, in order to find some remedy to escape from
the powerful pincers that are ciosing on thern.
Airns of the Brezhnev Reuisionist Group in Wonting
To Coll cn "lnternotionol Communist lvleeting"

In these difficult circnmstances for the Khrushchov
his public salesmen have
appea.led for the calling of a meeting of the "Communist Parties." The situation which compels them to
take this step is easy to understand, and so are the
aims.and objectives they are trying to achieve.
revisionists, . Brezhnev and

First, the revisionist leaders try to camouflage their
treacherous, anti-Marxist and capitulationist policy, to
cover up their rapprochernent and collaboration with
U.S. imperialism, and to conceal their policy of restoring

capitalism in the Soviet Union. The Khrushchovites
need a "large-scale communist meeting" in o,rder to
pass it off as a "grand success" on the occasion of the
50th anniversary of the October Socialist Revolution
whos,e ideals and magnificent mission they have betrayed and undermined to their very foundations.

they hope. through such a meeting, to
their tottering position of leadership on the
revisionist front, and to close the disintegrating revisionist ranks, if not in reality, at least in appearance.
Such a meeting may possibly create the superficial
phenomenon of unity and solidarity of the participants
with the Soviet leaders.
Second,

strengthen

Third, through such a rneeting they intend rnainly
to attack the Communist Party of China and the Albanian Party of Labour by calling them "dogmatic,"
"schismatic," "sectarian," etc. Despite Brezhnev's assurances that nobody will be excluded or condemned,
there is not the slightest doubt that the principal aim
of the meeting is to attack the Marxiat-Leninist Parties
and their anti-imperialist and anti-revisionist revolutionary lines. The despicable act staged at the recent
general council meeting of the World Federation of
Trade Unions in Sofia, which, at the instigation of the
Soviet nevisionists, expelled the Chinese delegation
while admitting the renegade Titoites, clearly reveals
the plans and aims of the Khrushchovites. Therefore,
this was a prelude to the performance which Brezhnev
and Kosygin and their kind want to give at the "international eommunist meeting."
Fourth, the Soviet revisionist leaders want to confirm as the official line at the meeting their policy of
opposing China and opposing revolution, entering into
alliances and close collaboration with U.S. imperialism
and the reactionaries of the world. and to pursue this
policy with still greater vigour.
The Soviet leaders think that they have invented
a deceptive and demagogic thesis in convening such a
Janu.ary .6,
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meeting, a thesis rvhich may be brought up again at
the meeting for discussion and be taken as the generai
basis of the meeting. As is wel.l known, this is the
slogan "solidanty in aiding Vietnam." This slogan implies that "united action must be adopted in the
struggie against U.S. imperialism." The Khrushchov
revisionist leaders describe the question of "solidarity
with Vietnam" as the basis of the meeting of the "Communist Parties." It is selJ-evident, however, that they
have not the slightest desire to support the Vietnamese
people in their resistance against U.S. aggression, and
they thernselves do not want to wage a struggle against
U.S. imperialisrrr in the first p1ace. If they are antiimperialist Communists and are revolutionaries, it is
entirely possible for them, without convening such a
rne,eting at all, to support Vietnam and struggle against
U.S. imperialism which not only hangs on in Vietnam.

This is not all. The Soviet revisionist leaders and
their allies, instead of fighting irnperialism, have
increasingly stepped up their collaboration, in alI fields,
with the murderers of the Vietnamese people the
U.S. imperialists. How hypocritical this is! At the- very
moment when Brezhnev and his followers were loudly
calling for "united action," opposition to U.S. imperialism and "support'n for Vietnam at the Bulgarian Communist Party Congress and the Hungarian Socialist
Workers' Part5r Congr:ess, these two socialist countries
raised their diplomatic relations with t}re Uniied States
to the ambassadorial level Doesn't this fact in itself
clearly prove that the revisionists are really in solidarity
and taking united action with the murderers of the Vietnamese people, the U.S. imperialists? J. Kadar. First
Secretary of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party,

went so far as to declare from the rostrum of the congrless: "We are strivjng for the normaliz-ation of our
relations with the United States, and we hope to establish relations with the United States in the political,
economic, scientific arrd other fields. If they, on their
part, express such a desire, our relations then may improve." He added: "We have agreed to the request of
the United States that the announcement of the raising
of our diplomatic missions to the ambassadorial level be
made on the day of the opening of the l{ungarian
Socialist Workerso Party Congress." And he described
all these performances as "a principled policy and not
tactics." In reality, only those who have betrayed all
principJ"es can carrJr out such a "principled" poiicy.

It is quite clear that to bring up the question o[
in aiding Vietnam is a revisionist trick, a

solidarity

contemptib,le speculation with the genuine sentiments of
the peoples of different countries rn'ho are in solidarity

r.vith Vietnam, a game

of making capital out of

a

question over which all just-minded people in the world
express their concern, and a conspiracy to exploit the

hatred the petples in various parts of the world hold
for the aggressors against the Vietnamese people'
For the Soviet leaders, the "Vietnam question" is
of imrnense tactical importance because in the present
23

circumstances the Khrushchovites can use cnly this question to try to ralll- the rerisicnist grcups of all descriptions around them. and it is only on this question that
they can make certain gestures for unity to conduct
demagogic propaganda and deceive public opinion.

Moreover. by putting the "meeting of Communist
Parties" oD the basis of the Vietnam question, the
Soviet leaders hope that in this way they can "expose"
the Chinese Communist Party an'd the Albanian Party
of Iabour which oppose and refuse to attend such a
revisionist meeting, as if the two were against unity
and solidarity in aiding the Vietnamese people and
again$ unity and solidarity in struggling against U.S'
imperialism.

But
engage

it is futile for the Khrushchov

in

revisicnists to
deceptive propaganda to make people believe

that they are opposed to U.S. imperialism. Their "joint
resolution" concerning "aid" to Vietnam is also fu1ile.
They can never distort facts or blot out the truth. The
Albanian and Chinese peoples, the Chinese Communist
Party and the Albanian Party of Labour are at one
rvith aII the revolutionary peopl,es of the world; at present, as in the past, they are entir'eIy united as one and
unreservedly support the Vietnamese people's just
struggle to liberate the south, defend the north and reunify their fatherland. They all resolutely condemn
U.S. imperialism's armed aggression and "peace talks"
fraud. They have also unhesitatir-rgiy exposed the sleight
of hand of the new Soviet leaders, u,ho on the one hand
pretend to aid the Vietnamese people, and on the other,
betray the Vietnamese people and conspire and rvork
hand in glove with U.S. imperialism to compel them

to

surrender.

The cynical and demagogic propaganda of the
Khrushchov revisionists for "unity of the socialist
countries against imperialism" and "united action" ou
the Vietnam question is, in reaiity, a manoeuvre to
camouflage their gross betrayal of the Vietnamese people. In making some gestures in support of Vietuam
or against U.S. imperialism, the successors of Khrushchov are trying hard to put the Vietnam issue within
the framework of Soviet-U.S. collaboration, r.l,ithin the
framework of the line for world domination by the
lwo

powers.

What the Khrushchov revisionists are interested
in is not how to aid the Vietnamese people but how to
betray them, not how to resist the United States but
how to support it. The main preoccupation of the Soviet
leaders is only how to support the United States in

expanding

its

aggression

in Vietnam and

impose

Johnson's "peace talks" biackmail on the Vietnamese
people. This is the main aspect because the militarv and
political defeat of the United States and the victory of
people's war in Vietnam i,l,ill also mean a big defeat
for the Khrushchov revisionists, a defeat both for their
short-term and long-range strategy. How could there
be any "united action" with such a force whos,e interests and aims are diametrically opposed to the interests
24

of the people of Vietnam and of the rvhole world, to
the interests of the revolution, and to the interests of
lhe peoples' struggles against imperialism?
The Soviet leaders have shouted loudly and sworn
to heaven that on the Vietnam question they fully agree
with the positions of the Government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the South Vietnam National Front for Liberation and they have not a'Copted
a peculiar attitude. If this is true why then have the
chieftains of the U.S. imperialists and their allies and
agents studied and consulted day in and day out on
the Vietnam question with the Soviet rer.'isionist lead-

ers? Why have Johnson, Rusk, Harriman,

Wilson,

Brown, Paul Martin, Tito, Indira Gandhi and Etsusaburo Shiina, rvithout mentioning the many other representatives and faithful agents of imperialism and
reactionaries, sought the Soviet leaders' help on the
Vietnam questicn? Could it be that they are so innocent that they would vainly knock at a door which
is tightly shut? This is absolutely not the case. Nobody
'"vcu1d believe that such an innocent thing would happen. Therefore, one thing is perfectly clear: these secret
meetings and talks h,ave mapped out new plots, pushed
ahead their original manoeuvres still further, planned
tricks and stratagems and co-ordinated joint actions
against Vietnam and China.

The Vietnam question not only cannot be taken
as the basis of unity and solidarity, as the revisionists
assert, but. on the contrary it is one of the fundamental

issues which separates the revisionists from the
Marxist-Leninists, which makes the struggle bet"veen
the truo irreconcilable, and rvhich makes it imperative
for ali revolutionaries and all those who really stand
by the Vietnamese people to wage resolute struggle so
as to thoroughly expose the true features of the
Khrushchov revisionists who are the ally and accomplice

of

imperialism.

There are also other reasons why the Soviet revisionists need to convene a meeting of "Communist
Farties" at this time. They have watched the recent
revolutionary events in China with great apprehension,
realizing that their hopes for a change in China in
favour of revisionism and the restoration of capitalism
have been shattered. Thanks to the thoroughly revolutionary measures recently taken by the Communist
Party of China, the great People's China has become
more powerful, the Chinese revolution is developing
successfuily along the correct road of Marxism-Leninism,
and its influence in the world is grorving.
China's proletarian cultural revolution is a revolution aimed at combating bourgeois and revisionist ideas
in people's minds. Its spearhead is directed against all
class enemies, and the open and camouflaged revisionists, '"vho attempt to turn China backward on to
the capitalist road; the spearhead of the revoiution is
dire cted against U.S. imperialism an'C Khrushchov
revisionism, and it has shaken the very foundations of
the revisionist cliques everywhere. Under the banner
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of this great revolution and following the

Marxist-

Leninist thought of Comrade Mao Tse-tung, the Chinese
Communists and the Chinese workers, peasants, soldiers
and revolutionary Red Guards are uprooting all poisonous weeds, unmasking degenerated elements and a1l
those having revisionist viewpoints
friends and allies
of the Khrushchovites, and have-smashed their last
hopes. But recent developments in China are not only

a blow to the revisionists.

The Chinese cultural revolution, a great revolutionary movement being vigorously unfolded in China
under the leadership of the Chinese Communist party
and Comrade Mao Tse-tung to eradicate the source
giving rise to revisionism, is an inspiring example for all
true revolutionaries in the world. In particular, it is an
encouragement and spur to the true Communists and
young revolutionaries of the Soviet Union and other
countries where the revisionists have usurped state powIt points out the road for combating revisionism, the
road of revolutionary mass action, and the road of mobi-

er.

lizing the masses to expose the betrayal of the revisionists and to sweep away all the revisionists. This is precisely what the revisionists are afraid of: that one day
the Chinese example will have rep,ercussions in their
own countries. Thus, in order to counter the danger that
this great revolutionary example creates for them, and
to distort the truth of this great revolution and its iofty
aims, the revisionists, in league with imperialism, despicably and shamel,essiy slander the Chinese cultural
revolution. Their press is now fuil of statements and
articles attacking the Chinese Corrtmunist Party and
Comrade Mao Tse-tung, attacking their correct MarxistLeninist line and the great successes of the Chinese
revolution and people.
The revisionists are now planning to reach a common decision, a so-called "historic ideological document," on China's cultural revolution and the Decision
of the 11th Plenarv Session of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party. What the contents of such a decision will look like is not difficult
to predict. Its outline has already been set forth in
Pratsda's (November 27) article entitled "On the Situation in China." The article is full of slander, rumourmongering and vicious raving against the People's Republic of China, the Chinese Communist Party and

the Chinese

leaders.

Thus, the Soviet revisionist leaders have shown that

they have again acted the clowns as Khrushchov did,
and have come on the stage to conduct polemics, attacking socialism and revolution with the slanders of a
swindler and the abuse of a scoundrel. A facsimile
of the 1964 situation is now being repeated. At that
time, not a single day passed without seeing Khrushchov
attack the People's Republic of China; he flew into
a rage at a series of revisionist Party congresses and,
by combining soft and tough tacties, demanded that
a meeting, now notorious, be convened to condemn the
Chinese Communist Party and exclude it from the world
communist movement.
Januarg 6,
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Prauda's article and Brezhnev,s appeals from the
rostrums of the Bulgarian and Hungarian party con_
giresses for a new meeting of the revisionist parties.
where the Chinese Communist Party, the Albanian
Party of Labour and other Parties faithful to MarxismLeninism will be "condemned" and "excluded,,' and the
whole gamut of the new anti-China propaganda in the
Soviet revisionist press and in the press of certain other
eountries which follow in the wake
all these facts
have refuted the deceptive tactics and-manoeuvres carried out by the Soviet leaders after Khrushchov,s fall
However, just as has been proved in Khrushchov,s
all this does not show the strength but the weakness of their position, the bankruptcy of their unprincipled struggle and the defeat of their demagogic tactics.
The desperate attempts of the Soviet revisionists to subdue the Chinese Communist Party and the People's Republic of China show that the latter are insurmountable obstacles to the realization of the revisionists'
anti-Marxist and anti-socialist intrigues and p1ans. They
are attacking the Chinese Communist Party and the
Albanian Party of Labour, trying to divide the peopies
and the revolutionaries and the Marxist-Leninists of
our Parties, and attempting to isolate and subdue us.
But in fact, they have exposed and isolated themselves
and are increasingly widening the gap separating themselves from the communist movement and the revolutionary peoples of the world.
case,

Resolute Struggle to Expose Khrushchov Revisionism
ls Only Rood to Morxist-Leninist Unity for

Genuine Revolutionories
Despite serious differences with the Soviet revisionists and among themselves over their own interests
and tactics, it appears that at present all the revisionists

of "Communist Parties" according to the programme proposed by the Soviet leading
clique. Exposed and suffering defeats in both home
agree to hold a meeting

and foreign policies, the Khrushchov revisionists are experiencing a very serious crisis. Because of this and the
extremely intense pressures being exerted by one on
the other, it is therefore necessary and imperative for

them

to hold an international meeting. The Soviet
who are doing everything they carl to re-

leaders,

establish their dominance over the other revisionist
cliques, to attack China and to defend their
line of rapprochement and collaboration with U.S. imperialism, are doing their utmost not to let this opportunity slip by. The "thesis" of this meeting is so
"well-timed" that each of the revisionist cliques. can
"justify" its participation and can superficially maintain its own "independence" and "points of views."
Certain revisionist cliques have already started to
express their doubts about the time and agenda of the

meeting. Some have been doubtful and hesitant and
have said that conditions "are not ripe" for holding
the meeting, or that more time is needed for preparation. Others have said yes to holding the meeting,
25

but no to excommunicating. There are still others
who have openly supportd the Sov;ei pian saying
that conditions "ar€ already npe' or "are. ripening'' and there is no nason for any further delay.

kept silent and have not uttered a word.
As for the Soviet revisionists. who have long been set
on carrJ.ing it out- the-v could hold the nleeting even
if it *-as uith ooly tho* who are willing to participa.te- As fq those who would not attend this
"graDd **ting." the Soviet leaders fully know that
they agree with the purpose qf the meeting but that
they are unsilling to openly join hands with
the others so as to maintain their so-ealled indepenCent
stand- The Soviet leaders are greatly pleased and can
aecept these people's middle-of-the-road position. They
think that this position undermines the principled
stnrggle of the Marxist-Leninists to expose the Khrushchov revisionists. As far as they are concerned, it is
the least evil if these people do not participate in the
Some have

meeting.

The Soviet revisionists themselves know from historical experience what serves and conforms to their
interests. They know that the middle-ofthe-road position in the comrnunist movement is a temporary waystation, a stopping-place from which to switeh over to
opportunism, from which to slide down to the position
of renegades from Marxism-Leninism.
The new meeting of "Communist Parties" that the
Soviet revisionist leaders are cooking up after the
March meeting last year U965J is a new act of diversion aimed at further splitting the international communist movement, undermining the anti-imperialist
united front of the peoples, and sabotaging the movements for national liberation in Asia, Africa and Latin
America. T?rey want to use this meeting to push forward
revisionist
ideology and line on the communist movement, camouflage their rapprochement and collaboration with U.S.
imperialism, and divert peopie's attention from the defeats and exposures that they have suffered.

ttreir anti-China campaign, impose their

However, the new game that the Soviet revisionist leading clique is trying to play at the meeting of

"Communist Parties" is doomed to fail. With or without this meeting, Khrushchov revisionism cannot avoid
defeat; it cannot avoid its final collapse, which is inevitable. The new leading clique of the Soviqt Party
and state will meet the same ignominious fate as their
predecessor. No disguises, intrigues and plots, and
demagogic tricks can change their bleak future.

fhg Khrushchov revisionists'

challenge

to

the

Marxist-Leninists througd tfreir meeting cannot frighten
anyone. On the contrary, it will enable all genuine
Communists and all genuine revolutionaries to analyse
the situation correctiy and arrive at the n€cessary conclusion, to further strengthen the resolute struggle
against Khrushchov revisionism and unhesitatinglv expose all the intrigues and plots which they have hatched

to
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deceive people.

It is high time to draw a clear line of demarcation from the modern revisionists of ail kinds. There
is no longer: any hope for the revisionist renegades one
day returning to the rlght road. Now, ever.vthing
di.,,ides and. nothing uhites the Marxist-kninists and
the Khrushehov revisionists. In both political ideology
and final objectives, they stand diametrically opposed
to each other. By their perfldious anti-Marxist and
capitulationist policies, the Khrushchov revisionists
have placed themselves outside the ranks of the international communist movement and the anti-imperialist
front.

Our Party has publicty declared that the sharp and

real question facing us now is not compromise and
unity with the revisionists, but a complete rupture
with them. Communists and rerrolutionaries greatiy
need genuine unity. But unity can never be achieved
through a meeting such as the one being planned by
the Soviet revisionists. It will be built through struggles against Khrushehovite, Titoite and other diverse
brands of modern revisionism; it will be built on the

tested basis of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalisrn.

Our Party, in numerous documents, especially
Comrade Enver Hoxha's report on the work of the Cen-

tral Committee of the Albanian Party of Labour at
the Farty's 5th Congress, has made clear the principled
stand it has adopted towards the historieal task confronting the international communist movement in the
present situation and specially towards that of the
struggle against revisionism.

In his report, Comrade Enver Hoxha said: "The
situation in the world and in the international comrnunist movement is developing in a direction favourable to us and unfavourable to the enemy. But it is
neeessary to face the situation squarely and boldly cope
with it because, although the enemy imperialism and
- they have not
revisionism
have met with defeats,
laid down their arms. On the contrary, they are
stepping up their eollusion and activities. In such a
situation it is definitely impermissible to shor,v weakness, hesitation or vaeillation, but to be bold, resolute
and proficient. It is irnpermissible to adopt a tactic
of magnanimity, weakness and opportunism and to
utter empty words, but to take speedy and militant
actions; to adopt militant tactics which every day and
every hour benefit our revolutionary strategy, that is,
for each Party to decide on wise and prudent tactics
in accordance with the situation in the struggle and
the conditions it faees. There is no doubt that with
revolutionary strategy and taetics built on the basis of
our invincible ideology, the Marxist-kninist Farties and
forees will valiantly march forward and, together with
the working class and the opprcssed People and nations, win new victories in the sacred struggle against
imperialism and revisionisrr, and for winning victory
for Marxism-Leninisrn, socialism, revolution and the
cause of world p,eace."
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sent articies to the press describing
the inspiration they have got from

rl{usic

singing these songs.
Members of the Hsinhua People's
Commune in Chingtunghsia County

Quotations From Chairman Mao Set

To

Music

of the Ningsia Hui Autonomous
in the northlvest, are particA new revolutionary song move- greater our love for Chairman Mao; ularly active in singing the new
ment is in full-swing throughout the the higher our revolutionary spirit songs. At a recent commune meeting, a choir of nine elderly women
country, More and more people are soars."
members sang some of these and
singing scores of new songs mad-e
After a recent concert of tlie new other revolutionary songs. AII of
up of texts from Chairman Mao's songs
at the China Textile Machir-rery them are iliiterate, but they ardently
quotations set to music. The new
in Shanghai, in which 3,000 Iove Chairman Mao and his u,ritings
Works
songs, composed by revolutionary
workers
and staff took part, the and are determined to bear in mind
musicians during the current great
plant has rung with their words and Chairman Mao's teachings. This is
cultural revolution, are being sung
by the masses with rousing revolu- melodies. The workers sing them why they got the young people to
everyday, and every worker singS, teach them the songs of Chairman
tionary fervour.
and the revolutionary spirit of the Mao's quotations. At the start someThe great proletarian cultural rev- workers grows. They take firm
old,
olution has pushed to a new high hold of revolution and promote pro- one laughed at them: "You're you
of
breath
and
toothless;
short
the movement for the creative study duction. Many examples of mutual
you still want to sing?"
and application of Chairman Mao's help, and of help gladly given are lisp and
and resolute, however,
Undaunted
works. The masses are taking Com- told in the works. The workers say:
many songs. As they
mastered
they
r'ln
gr'f,sr
rade Lin Piao's advics
like
all
we
to
sing
songs,
songs
miserable life in the
led
"Of
a
said:
"We
- Tse-tung's
really to mastcr Mao
of
Chairman Mao's quotations best." old society. We never even sang a
thought, it is necessary to study
these songs is as good as song v,hen we rvere young girls. It
many o{ Chairman Mao's basic con- "Singing
a political ciass on crea- is only because Chairrnan Mao and
attending
cepts over and over again. and it is
and appl1-ing Chair- the Communist Party have liberated
tively
studying
best to memorize some of his impor}Iao's 11'61ks." They have also us that we can sing songs at our age
man
tant passages and study and apply
Region

ff+*

them repeatedly." They are studying Chairman Mao's quotations with
enormous enthusiasm. Workers, peasants, soldiers, revolutionary cadres
and intellectuals, and young Red

UNG DAO

Guard fighters are not only studying
Chairman Mao's works diiigently,
but also committing many of his
quotations to memory. Hence the
public demand for Chairman Mao's
instructions to be set to music so that
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tng

they can be sung everyday and at
any time, the better to imprint them
in one's mind more deeply and express them in action.
To meet this revolutionary mass
demand, revolutionary composers
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People say: "Singing

Chairman
Mao's. quotations helps us to remem-

&a

ber his words. With revolutionary
hearts serving the people, we throw
away self-interest and promote the
public good for the sake of the revolution." "While we sing these new
songs, a red sun rises in our hearts.
The more we sing these songs, the
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already before National Day last year,
began to set quotations from Chair-

man Mao to music. Scores of these
songs are already popular favourites.
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wan iul

wan u'an

English translation of the quotafion:
The force a,t the core leading our cause forward is the Chinese

Comrnunist Party.
The theore6ical basis guiding our thinking is Marxism-Leninism.
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Army units stationed on the Fukien
front love these songs too.
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They sing them on their way to
training, to class or to sentry go.
They say: "Each quotation from
Chairman Mao is like a mobilization
order. We must imprint each one of
them in our minds, infuse them in
our blood and express them in our

A,
qu

actions. Mao Tse-tung's thought must
occupy every ideological position."
The emergence of these new songs
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shows clearly that in energetically

6

propagating Mao Tse-tung's thought
+

tr

and serving proletarian politics and
the workers, peasants and soldiers,
our art and iiterature will be warm1y acclaimed by the broad masses of
workers, peasants and soldiers,
and have the most briiliant prospects.
The scores of new songs with text
from Chairman Mao's quotations are
just a beginning. It can be confidently expected that the wave of
mass enthusiasm in studying and
applying Chairman Mao's works in
a creative way and the efforts of revolutionary musicians will cary these
songs far and wide throughout China
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English translatiotu of the quotation:
We must have faith in the masses anal we
must have faith in the Party, These are two
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cardinal principles. If we doubi these principles,
we shall accomplish nothing.
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English translation of the quotation:
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term point of view, it is not the reactionarics
but the people who are really porverful,
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All reaetionaries are paper tigers. In appearance, the reactionaries are terrifying, but in
reality they are not so Dowerful. From a long-
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the exception of its leader, "are not
Soviet Revisionists' Splittist
members
or alternate members
Activities ot W.F.T.U.
elected to the General Council at the
Meeting Condemned
6th Congress." This is absolutely
Manipulated by the Soviet revi- untenable and utterly preposterous.
sionists and disregarding strong opHolding high the great red banposition from many delegates, the
ner
of Mao Tse-tung's thought and
16th General Council Meeting of the
taking
a firm stand against imWorld Federation of Trade Unions, perialisn-r and modern revisionism,
convening in Sofia, Buigaria, on the Chinese delegation at the 16th
December 8, 1966, brazenly adopted
W.F.T.U. General Council Meetan illegal decision put forward by the
ing exposed the Soviet revisionist
W.F.T.U. general secretary to deprive
leading group for s,erving U.S.
the Chinese trade union delegation of imperialism's "peace
talks" fraud on
its right to attend the meeting. The the Vietnam question. This conforms
AII-China Federation of Trade entirely to the interests an.d demands
Unions issued a statement strongly
of the rvorking class and revolutiondenouncing the Soviet revisionists for
ary people of the world. By arbitramanipulating the meeting and for rily slandering this just and abovetheir frantic attacks against China board action of the Chinese delegation
and their vile action aimed a.t openly
as a "violation of the rules of prosplitting the W.F.T.U. The statement cedure." the Soviet revisionist leading
said: "The W.F.T.U. must immediate- group
only revealed that it is
ly revoke the illegal decision to hollos,has
and that its arguments are
deprive the Chinese delegation of its spurious, and that
it is afraid of
right to attend the meeting, publicly revolution, the truth and the great
admit its mistakes and publicly de- thought of Mao Tse-tung.
nounce such splittist activities at the
Appointing their delegates to an
next W.F.T.U. Congress. Otherwise,
international
trade union meeting is
the All-China Federation of Trade
internal
of the Chinese trade
an
affair
Unions, representing 21 million memnobody
unions,
and
has the right to
bers, will have to consider its attitude
interfere.
The
Chinese
trade union
towards the W.F.T.U. and take any

ing and attacking China's great eultural revolution is because they are
afraid that it will arouse the proletarian revolutionaries in their own
ccuntries as well as the masses of

group has now degenerated into the meeting on behalf of those elected
arch-accomplice of U.S. imperialism members of the General Council who
and the alch-renegade and scab of the could not leave their home posts
international workers' movement. because of the pressure of their work.
That the Soviet revisionists manipul- This is entirely in keeping with the
ated the W.F.T.U. General Council usual practice of international orMeeting, brazenly adopted the deci- ganizations.
sion attacking the Chinese trade
The W.F.T.U. decision went so far
unions and illegally deprived the
as to allege that the "present situaChinese delegation of its right to
with regard to the Chinese trade
attend the meeting was just another tion
unions is not clear" and enjoined the
big exposure of the true colours of
study
the Soviet revisionist leading group W.F.T.U. Secretariat to make a.aim
it.
This shows that the
of
of
as the arch-accomplice, renegade and
the decision is not onlv to exclude the
scab.
Chinese delegation from the V/.F.T.U.
Reasons brought forth for this deci- General Council, but to deliberately
sion included the so-called "violation slander and attack China's great proof the rules of procedure by the letarian cultural revolution. The
Chinese delegates" and the pretext reason why the Soviet revisionists and
that all the delegation members, with their partners are so keen on oppos-

Chinese Charge

revolutionary people to oppose and

overthrow them.

Chinese Society of Welding
Delegotion Returns From
The Netherlonds
After more than five months of
struggle against the Government of
the Netherlands, the delegation of the
Chinese Society of Welding, which
had gone to the Netherlands to attend
the 19th Annual Assembly of the
Internatior-ral Institute of Welding.
returned safely to Peking on January
1. It received a rn,arm t,elcome at the

airpcrt.
The delegation'u'ent to the Netherlands on July 4, 1966. With the oPen
connivance of the Dutch Government,
U.S. secret agents conspired to induce
Hsu Tzu-tsai, a delegation member, to

In an attempt
jumPed
Tzu-tsai
Hsu
run
away,
to
betray his motherland.

from his lodgings and suffered fatal
injuries. To conceal its criminal
responsibility, the Dutch Government

distorted these facts. Moreover, it

delegation members were invested by used the Hsu Tzu-tsai incident as a
measures it deems necessary,"
the All-China Federation of Trade
Li En-chiu, the
The Soviet revisionist leading Unions with full pouzers to attend the pretext to declare
d'Affaires to the Ne-

Januarg 6,
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therlands, "persona non grata," and
served a subPoena on the members of
the delegation in an attempt to subject them to illegal interrogation,

thus obstructing them from leaving
for home. At the same time, the
Dutch Government sent Police to
encircle and block off the office of
the Chinese Charge d'Affaires and
unjustifiably inspected and interrogated the, staff members and visitors.
The Chinese Government had'made
stern rdpresentations and fought
against these unrvarranted measures'
The Dutch Government was finallY

compelled to abandon its demand for
illegal interrogation and change its
original stubborn attitude. The
delegation left the Netherlands for

home on December 30,
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rACROSS THE LAND
Anshon lron and Steel Works
Strides lnto New Yeor
A NSHAN Iron and Steel Works,
A g5irr"'. biggest metallurgical
complex, made
during the past

big strides forward
year. By December

3, 1966, it had already overfulfilled
ti-re annual state targets for forgings
and rolled stock, steel ingots and pig

iron. It scored outstanding successes
in improving the quality of forgings
and rolled stock, widening the

range of products and reducing costs.
It turned out nearly twice as many
nerv products in 1966 as it did in 1965.
The or-rtput of ordinary low alloy steel
shorved a six-foid increase.

It brought

about not only an all-round leap forrvard in production, but what is more,

its technical equipment is in better
shape than ever before. In the first
year of China's Third Five-Year

Plan which has just come to a close,
it also developed a large number of
nern, techniques, technological proc-

and materials and
attained advanced world levels in
most of the technical and economic
norms in iron smelting and steel

esses, machines

making.
The Anshan Works' success in 1966
was a result of its workers and staff
members creatively studying and applying Chairman Mao's works and
taking a firm hold of the rerrolution
and promoting production.
During the hot months, the most
trying season for steel workers, crew
members of the No. 6 open hearth

in the hot third quarter and kept

stereotypes. For example, according
to "accepted" foreign practice, two
heatings are needed in rolling steel
sheets. The workers, after manY
experiments, made a revolution and
produced sheets with only one heating, thus raising output bY 30 Per
cent a[ one stroke.

output ai a high level.
At the beginning of 1966, crerv
members of the No, I blast furnace
of Anshan's iron smelting plant
Changchun Motor Works
worked out a production plan for pig
Outsfrips 1966 Plan
iron u,hich called for an increase in
output of 12 per cent over the Pre- fl UIDED by Mao Tse-tung's
ceding year. At the time it looked U thought and fully disPlaYing a
like a fairly high target. But in the revclutionary sPirit, workers and
onrush of the great cultural revolu- staff of the No. 1 Motor Works
tion as they creatively studied and in Changchun, northeast China,
applied the "three constantly read aphieved a big increase in mctor vehiarticles" and earnestly remoulded cle produetion in 1966. By November
their world oullook, their enthusiasm 25, 1966, theY had alreadY overfulsoared and three times they revised fi1led thet year's plan. Motor vehicle output topped that of 1965 by 36.3
their target upwards.
Steady progress was also made at per cent while quality was steadily
other blast furnaces of the iron smelt- improved and costs and raw maing plant and it now is up to terials consumption markedly curadvanced wcrld standards in blast tailed. In addition, a new highfurnace volumetric efficiency, coke quality "Hongqi" (Red Flag) sedan up
consumption per ton of pig iron pro- to advanced world standards has been
duced and the quality of pig iron developed as well as three different
types of lorrY, two new tYPes of
made.
In the past. the No. 2 sheet rrill was cross-country van, two large bus modhampered by its adherence to many els and six kinds of engine for new
foreign conventions. But since the types of lorries.
A sI-rock brigade of the heat treatunfolding of the great proletarian
cultural revolution, the workers there ment shoP turned out two bellhave diligentl;u studied Chairman shaped galvanizers. Fifteen metres
Mao's writings, struggled resolutely long and weighing 22 tons each, this
against the bourgeois technical "au- kind of machine which compares
thorities" and smashed f oreign favourably with the best in the r'r'orld,

furnace in Anshan's No. 1 steel mill
persevered in their daily study of

Chairman Mao's "three constantly
read articles." They vrere active in
remoulding their r,r,orld outlook and
revolutionizing their thinking. When
they came up against difficulties,
they overcame these with the spirit
of the Foolish Old Man who removed
the mountains; when other furnaces
were hard pressed, they lent a hand
in the spirit of utter devotion to
others r,vithout any thought of self;
they combated selfish ideas with the
spirit of whol1y and entirely serving
the people. As a result, they broke
the past pattern of declining output
30

ffi$i+s
Changehun Motor lVorks rea,ily
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is 2.4.fold as efficient as the models or three forging operaiions, ancl the
previously imported, and the quality bourgeois technical "authorities" deof the galvanizing is much better.
scribed these machines as the most
advanced in the world. But the workers were determined to devise a new
Loyong Beoring Plont
forging process. While making experiDoubles Copacity
ments, they studied Chairman Mao's
Chairman Mao's teaching: "In times of difficulty we
FOLLOWING
f teachings and taking China's own must not lose sight of our achieveroad of industrial dqvelopment, ments, must see the hright future
workers and staff members of the and must pluck up our courage."
Loyang Bearing Plant in Honan Prov- Finally, after many experiments, they
ince successfully developed a num- succeeded in making a new forging
ber of techniques up to the advanced machine which turns out two forgstandards of the 1960s. They overfulings in a single operation. It is twice
filled the state plan ahead of schedule
as efficient as the imported maehine
and markedly increased output, exand the forgings it makes are of a
tended the range of their products
higher quality. Six of the innovaand improved quality above that of
tions introduced by the forge in 1966
1965. The overall capacity of the
advanced levels in Chineee
plant is now twice as great as attained
world te,chnoiogy.
or
designed.
In the past, imported horizontal
forging machines were used in the Two-Woy Lorry Mode in Tsinon
forge to process bearing rings. A NTOT long ago, the Tsinan Motor
forging could be made only after two I\ Works in Shantung Province,

A

Province's Taiyuan Industrial College reached Erhshihlipu Village.
As they approached its northern
outskirts they saw some commune
members building a ditch. The leader of the detachment shouted admiringly: "Look how our commune
members work!" "Let's join in!" a
mernber of the detachment proposed.
Everyone agreed. They put their
packs down by the side of the road
and joined the builders. The work
was hard. As they toiled alongside
the peasants these young pathbreakers recited the quotation from
Chairman Mao: "Be resolute, fear
no sacrifice and surmount every difErzeryone

took fresh heart and digging speeded
up so that trno days' work was done
in one. The commune mernbers
praised the youngsters: "You are
really Chairman Mao's good Red
Guards; you are like the young

fighters of the oid Eighth Route
January 6,

1967

ing the revolutionary spirit of
daring to . blaze new trails, successfully designed and trial mdnufactured
China's first ten-ton two-way tip
lorry in only 100 days.
This lorry is different from
ordinary lorries in shape, layout and
structure. It

has two steering
wheels in the driver's cabin, the back
wail of u,hich has a glassed port hole.

To drive the lorry in the

opposite

direction, all the driver has to do is to
swivel his seat 180 degrees and use
the other steering wheel and gearchanging mechanism. This type of

lorry is for use in tunnels and

on

construction sites on highiands and in
mountain areas where there is often

not enough room for an ordinary
lorry to turn around. This type of
lorly is urgently needed for China's
socialist construction.

They all felt bad about it. After a
moment's thought their leader said:
Army!*" "There's nothing to thank "Comrades, let's read page 256 of
us for," chorused the youngsters. the QtLotations From Chairman Mao
"We have only done what Chairman Tse-tung." And they all read out
the Three Main Rules of Discipline
Mao has told us to do!"
and the Eight Points for Attention
They spent the night in the vi1- which Chairman Mao had set down
Iage where they were made heartily for the Workers' and Peasants' Red
welcome by the commune members. Army
[The people's revoiutionary
Early the next morning while the army led by the Chinese Communist
youngsters were still asleep, Auntie Party in 1927-37f. When they read
Wei, their hostess, fetched rvater for to "Do not take a single needle or
them to wash with and fixed up piece of thread from the masses,"
breakfast for them. When they they all stopped. They pondered
thanked her, she in turn said: over these words. Liu Tso-yeh rose
"'Ihere is nothing to thank us for! to his feet and said, "I'm going to
We have only done what Chairman return the needle. We must be like
Mao has told us to do!"
the P.L.A.: strictly abide by the
They took their leave of her and Three Main Rules of Discipline and
the other commune members, the Eight Points for Attention."
shouldered their packs, raised aloft And he ran off.
their red pennant and went on their
As he hurried on, the pain from
way.
his blistered feet shot through his
Just as they reached the foot of legs but he paid them no heed. His
a mountain, a member of the detach- single thought was to return the
ment, Liu Tso-yeh, suddenly remem- needle.
bered something. "That's done it!"
he cried, "I've forgotten to return
* The Eighth Route ArmY was the
her the needie I borrowed to prick predecessor of the Chinese People's
the blisters on my feet last night." Liberation ArmY.

Single Needle

a wintry afternoon when
fr T was
the young revolutionaries of the
Dongfanghong (East Is Red) Long
March Detachment from Shansi

ficulty to win victory."

holding aloft the great red banner of
Mao Tse-tung's thought and display-
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